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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background. The proposed Rajasthan Secondary Towns Development Sector Project
(RSTDSP), is the fourth phase of investment projects financed by Asian Development Bank (ADB)
and implemented by the Rajasthan Urban Drinking Water Sewerage and Infrastructure
Corporation Limited-Externally Aided Projects (RUDSICO-EAP), previously known as Rajasthan
Urban Infrastructure Development Project (RUIDP). RSTDSP will support the ongoing efforts of
the Government of Rajasthan (the government) towards improving the water and wastewater
services in about 14 towns each with population between (50,000 and 100,000, in the state) or
which are district headquarters (irrespective of population) or having heritage, cultural or other
importance and irrespective of population. The project will invest in (i) the rehabilitation and
expansion of water supply network through a district metering approach for management of
nonrevenue water (NRW) and aiming for 24x7 water supply, (ii) the rehabilitation and expansion
of sewerage network, (iii) modernization and new construction of water supply and waste water
treatment plants, as required, (iv) construction of faecal sludge management treatment plant and
procurement of desludging vehicles for Faecal Sludge and Septage Management (FSSM) (v)
decentralized waste water management systems in the project towns. The project also aims for
wastewater reuse and a city-wide, inclusive sanitation approach to improve sanitation for all,
including below poverty line households. The project is expected to increase operational
efficiency, improve service delivery, and result in positive impact on health and quality of life for
the residents of project towns in the state.
Subproject Description. Pratapgarh is one of the towns selected under RSTDSP and the
proposed sewerage subproject components include: (i) construction of sewage treatment plant
(STP) of 7 million litre per day (MLD), treated effluent reuse works including construction of
Treated Effluent Elevated Reservoirs (TEER), Treated Effluent storage Reservoirs (TESR) and
Effluent Pumping Station (EPS); (ii) one sewage pumping station (SPS) of 7 MLD and manhole
pumping station (MPS) of 0.10 MLD; (iii) proposed pipe line 102 km including 9 km using
trenchless technology; (iv) construction of 1.6km of sewage pumping mains (100mm and 500 mm
dia) of DI materials; (v) sewer property connections-9500 nos.; (v) instrumentation, automation
and provision of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) works and stores along with
ancillary civil works; (vi) CC/BT road restoration; (vii) faecal sludge and septage management
(FSSM); and, (viii) two consumer relation management centers (CRMC).
Scope of Land Acquisition and Resettlement: This resettlement and indigenous peoples plan
is prepared for proposed sewerage subprojects in Pratapgarh town. No involuntary acquisition of
private land is anticipated for this subproject. Resettlement impact is minimized and consistent
with the subproject selection criteria; rehabilitation is prioritized over new construction to
avoid/minimize involuntary resettlement impacts. The proposed site for the construction of one
STP (7 MLD) including TEER, TESR and EPS will be undertaken in the unproductive and vacant
government land which is under the possession of Nagar Parishad. Total land required for STP,
TEER, TESR and EPS will be around 10,000 m2 and sufficient land is available for approximately
72,700 m2. The one sewage pumping station (SPS-7 MLD) and manhole pumping station (MPS0.10MLD) will also be constructed in the unproductive and vacant land owned by the municipal
body. The total land required is approximately 1500 m2 and 2100 m2 is of land is available for the
SPS. The CRMC will also be constructed in the same premises where STP and SPS are
proposed. All proposed lands for this subproject are owned by the government departments.
Under FSSM, desludging of septage from household pits/septic tank will be taken and will be
disposed in designated unit in STP. No permanent or temporary impact to livelihood and common
property resources is anticipated for the STP, SPS, TEER, TESR, MPS and EPS sites.
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Scope of land acquisition, resettlement and indigenous peoples impacts: As per
assessment conducted and based on draft detailed project report, the subproject is anticipated to
cause temporary loss of livelihood to 115 persons (roadside businesses and kiosks) of which 20
are vulnerable (10 female headed households and 10 scheduled caste). No adverse impacts to
indigenous peoples are identified. The project is designed to benefit 100% scheduled tribe
households in the project coverage area. Contractual provisions will ensure that 100% scheduled
tribe households in the coverage area will benefit from the improved wastewater infrastructure.
The initial impact assessment will be re-assessed during finalization of detailed design and
alignments through detailed measurement surveys. Census and socio-economic surveys will be
undertaken to document the status of affected persons (APs). Project consultants will update the
draft resettlement and indigenous peoples plan (RIPP) and seek PMU and ADB’s clearance prior
to start of civil work. The proposed subproject in Pratapgarh is Category B for both involuntary
resettlement and indigenous peoples impacts.
Consultation and Disclosure: Goals and objectives of the project have been disclosed to
stakeholders (including beneficiaries, affected persons, scheduled tribe community, elected
representatives and institutional stakeholders). Stakeholders have been briefed about the
technical details of the project and project implementation cycle; project benefits as well as
adverse impacts envisaged; environmental and social safeguards, gender inclusion, community
participation built into the project. Full documents will be uploaded at PMU/PIU and ADB websites.
Consultation carried-out during preparation of the safeguard documents did not reveal
culture/tradition specific requirements. However, further consultations will be conducted with
scheduled tribe population in project coverage areas which shall help in identifying culture and
tradition specific requirements if any, such as avoidance of civil works during any specific festival
days, and /or other period with cultural significance to the IP communities; or accommodation of
any other specific cultural concerns expressed by the IP communities. Such meaningful
consultations shall be continued throughout the project cycle.
Grievance Redress Mechanism: A three-tier project-specific grievance redress mechanism
(GRM) will be in place. The GRM will receive, evaluate, and facilitate the resolution of affected
persons concerns, complaints, and grievances about the social and environmental performance
of the project. The GRM will aim to provide a time-bound and transparent mechanism to voice
and resolve social and environmental concerns linked to the Project.
Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Plan Budget and Financing Plan. The resettlement
cost for the subproject is estimated as ₹1,864,424/-. PIU will issue order for release of payment
to affected persons and transfer funds electronically. Community awareness and public
participation (CAPP) consultant will be involved in facilitating the disbursement process and
opening bank accounts for the affected persons who do not have such accounts.
Institutional Setup: The Local Self Government Department (LSGD), Government of Rajasthan
(GOR) will be the executing agency (EA) of the Project and will be responsible for overall strategic
approvals, guidance, and monitoring of the project. Rajasthan Urban Drinking Water Sewerage
and Infrastructure Corporation Limited (RUDSICO) will be the Implementing Agency (IA) for the
project. The Project Management Unit (PMU) is housed in the Externally Aided Projects division
of RUDSICO (RUDSICO – EAP). Resettlement plan implementation (RIPP in this case) will be
closely monitored by PIU/PMU. Monitoring reports prepared by PIU will be compiled by PMU on
a semi-annual basis for its due submissions to ADB.

I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Subproject Description

1.
The proposed Rajasthan Secondary Towns Development Sector Project (RSTDSP), is
the fourth phase of investment projects financed by Asian Development Bank (ADB) and
implemented by the Rajasthan Urban Drinking Water Sewerage and Infrastructure Corporation
Limited-Externally Aided Projects (RUDSICO-EAP), previously known as Rajasthan Urban
Infrastructure Development Project (RUIDP). RSTDSP will support the ongoing efforts of the
Government of Rajasthan (the government) towards improving the water and wastewater services
in about 14 towns1 each with population between (50,000 and 100,000, in the state) or which are
district headquarters (irrespective of population) or having heritage, cultural or other importance
and irrespective of population. The project will invest in (i) the rehabilitation and expansion of
water supply network through a district metering approach for management of nonrevenue water
(NRW) and aiming for 24x7 water supply; (ii) the rehabilitation and expansion of sewerage
network; (iii) modernization and new construction of water supply and waste water treatment
plants, as required; (iv) construction of faecal sludge management treatment plant and
procurement of desludging vehicles for Faecal Sludge and Septage Management (FSSM); and
(v) decentralized waste water management systems in the project towns. The project also aims
for wastewater reuse and a city-wide, inclusive sanitation approach to improve sanitation for all,
including below poverty line households. The project is expected to increase operational
efficiency, improve service delivery, and result in positive impact on health and quality of life for
the residents of project towns in the state.
2.
Pratapgarh City falls in Pratapgarh district of Rajasthan and is a newly formed district
headquarter. It is located in southern part of Rajasthan close to Madhya Pradesh on Malwa
plateau. Pratapgarh is 112 km from District Chittorgarh and 180 kms from Udaipur, the Divisional
Headquarter. It is well connected with Chittorgarh, Banswara, Udaipur, Bhilwara, Ajmer in
Rajasthan and Neemach, Mandsaur and Ratlam in MP. Pratapgarh is the administrative subdivisional headquarters with Pratapgarh, Arnod, Bari Sadri and Chhoti Sadri tehsils under it. It is
located on Jaipur – Banswara State Highway number 4. Pratapgarh is, however, not linked by rail
network. According to 2011 census, the total population of Pratapgarh district is 867,848. Of
these, 8.38% or 71, 807 lives in urban regions of which 36,573 are males and 35,234 females
while 91.72% or 796,041 of the population lives in rural areas of which 401,171 males and
394,870 are females. Total population of Pratapgarh Municipal area, consisting of 25 municipal
wards is 42,079 out of which 3,459 (8.22%) belongs to scheduled tribe community.
3.
As per 2011 census, Rajasthan has 9,238,534 tribal population constituting 13.48% of the
State's population. Major concentration of tribal population is in Banswara, Dungarpur, Udaipur,
Pratapgarh and Sirohi districts. The total population of scheduled tribe within scheduled areas2 is

The project towns under consideration for the sector loan are: Abu Road, Banswara, Didwana, Fatehpur, Khetri,
Kuchaman, Ladnu, Laxmangarh, Makrana, Mandawa, Pratapgarh, Ratangarh, Sardarshahar and Sirohi. Of these
towns, Khetri and Mandawa are heritage towns, and Abu Road, Banswara, and Pratapgarh are located in scheduled
areas.
2 As per the Constitutional provision under Article 244(1) of the Constitution of India, the ‘scheduled areas’ are defined
as “such areas as the President may by order declare to be scheduled areas”- as par paragraph 6(1) of the Fifth
Schedule of the Constitution. The specification of “Scheduled Areas” in relation to a State is by a notified order of the
President, after consultation with the State Government concerned. The same applies in the case of any alteration,
increase, decrease, incorporation of new areas, or rescinding any Orders relating to “Scheduled Areas”. Criteria for
declaring any area as a “Scheduled Area under the Fifth Schedule are: • Preponderance of tribal population, •
1

2
4,551,917.3 The scheduled areas cover 5,696 villages, contain 49.27% of the State’s tribal
population and 70.42% of the total population of the scheduled areas. In Pratapgarh district, the
total tribal population constitutes 63.42% of the total population, with Meena tribe being
predominant in the population.4 The area falls under a scheduled area as defined by the
Constitution of India.
4.
There is no functional sewerage system in Pratapgarh. Presently, the wastewater from
kitchens and bathrooms is discharged into storm water drains culminating finally to the Nallah
(large drain) or on open ground, which pollutes the environment and contaminates the ground
water. Open defecation is also common. Most of the residential, commercial buildings and
educational institutions have on-site septic tanks and soak pits. Although septic tanks are
standard accepted onsite sewage discharge facilities, however, the septic tanks in the town are
not designed and maintained properly. The effluent does not conform to the standards and is
directly let into the open drains.
B.

Proposed Subproject Components

5.
The details of works proposed under Pratapgarh Sewerage are summarized in Table 1
below:
Table 1: Proposed Subproject Components
S.
No.
1

Components

Details
One unit

8

Construction of 7.0 MLD STP at Pratapgarh on SBR
Technology, treated effluent reuse works including
construction of Treated Effluent Elevated Reservoirs
(TEER), Treated Effluent storage Reservoirs (TESR) and
Effluent Pumping Station (EPS)
Construction of 7.0 MLD SPS and MPS of 0.10 MLD
102 Km Collection Network 9 km trenchless
Construction of Sewage Pumping Mains (100mm and 500
mm dia of DI materials)
Sewer property connection
Consumer Relation Management Center
Instrumentation, automation and SCADA works and stores
along with ancillary civil works
CC/BT road restoration

9

Faecal Sludge and Septage Management (FSSM)

2
3
4
5
6
7

One unit
1.6 km
9500
Two units

Full width road restoration in CC
(up to 4 m) and BT (up to 7 m)
depending on site condition
To provide low cost sanitation
where sewer network is not an
immediate requirement for
population
living
on
the
outskirts, and for scattered

Compactness and reasonable size of the area, • A viable administrative entity such as a district, block or taluk, and
• Economic backwardness of the area as compared to the neighbouring areas.
Source: https://tribal.nic.in/declarationof5thSchedule.aspx; https://tribal.nic.in/DivisionsFiles/clm/ScheduledAreas.pdf
3 Source: https://tad.rajasthan.gov.in/content/raj/tad/hi/tribal-area/scheduled-area.html
4 Out of the twelve tribes scheduled for the State, Meena is the most populous tribe, having a population of 3,799,971
constituting 53.5 % of the total ST population followed by Bhil (2,805,948). Meena and Bhil together constitute 93%
of the total STs in the state, whereas the Garasia, Damor, Dhanka and Saharia combined together constitute 6.6 %
of the total ST population. Six tribes, Bhil Meena, Naikda, Kathodi, Patelia, Kokna and Koli Dhor along with the
generic tribes constitute the residual 0.3 % of the total tribal population.
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S.
No.

Components

Details
habitations, until laying of sewer
lines in such areas.

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.

6.
The project is designed to benefit 100% scheduled tribe households in the project
coverage area. Contractual provisions will ensure that 100% scheduled tribe households in the
coverage area in Pratapgarh Town will either benefit from house service connections for
sewerage (in areas where sewer network is possible to provide) or from improved FSSM services
(in areas that cannot be sewered immediately). Project cost includes the cost of 100% sewerage
house service connections in the coverage area, including scheduled tribe households.
7.
The draft resettlement and indigenous peoples plan (RIPP) is prepared based on the
available preliminary design for the subproject. The document will be updated and reconfirmed
for final involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples impacts during and after finalization of
detailed engineering design and completion of detailed measurement survey (DMS) in sections
ready for implementation.5 The draft and the final RIPP will be reviewed and upon ADB’s approval,
it will be disclosed in implementing agency and ADB websites. Civil works will commence only
after payment of compensation based on the updated RIPP for the said package. The
implementing agency (IA) will be responsible for handing over the project land/site to the
contractor free of encumbrance.
8.
Measures to Avoid and Minimize Involuntary Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples
Impacts: To avoid and minimize involuntary resettlement impacts, the subproject will consider
the use of government land where available and right-of-way of government road for laying of all
proposed pipelines under this package. The pipelines are proposed to be laid underground within
the existing available road ROW. Diameters of proposed pipeline to be laid ranges between
100mm to 500mm and would be laid in such a way so as to minimize economic impact and traffic
disruptions to the extent possible. As per preliminary assessment, the indigenous peoples are
likely to benefit in the subproject and will not have potential involuntary resettlement or livelihood
impact. Specific actions / measures will be considered in the design to ensure that there will be
no adverse impact to indigenous peoples (para 26).
Table 2: Details of Wastewater Pipelines
Details of Network
Sewer Network
Total Sewer Network in town
Total Sewer Network in Major Road NH/SH
Total Sewer Network in colony road/internal
road

Length in m

Road Width

Dia of Pipe

102,000
9,161

1m to 16m
3m to 16m

100 mm to
500 mm

92,839

1m to 6 m

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.

9.
To further minimize construction impacts, work will be executed during the early and late
hours of the day in order to avoid inconveniences to the public as well as traders and vendors. All
safety norms would strictly be adhered to depending on the magnitude of work and the sensitivity
5

Detailed measurement survey will be jointly conducted by Social Safeguard Specialist (Social) of the CMSC of
consultants and contractors prior to implementation at each site/stretch of alignment. Supervision Consultants
(CMSC) and contractor will be responsible for the conduct of DMS. Social Safeguard Specialist of CMSC will update
RIPP prior to implementation.
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of the location. The Project Implementation Unit (PIU) will also ensure that all the necessary rules
related to safety and security of the public and residents are followed by the contractor. The actual
dates of construction schedule will consider the rush hour, festival time, and special business
days. This will also be discussed with vendors, squatters, market committee members, and
residents, and accordingly, construction activities will be planned. After laying of pipes, the
lane/road will be restored to its original condition (including bitumen, cement concrete [CC] and
CC interlocking tiles as applicable).
10.
The project will adopt measures to avoid/mitigate impacts which include: (i) proper traffic
management during pipe laying work; (ii) announcement/notice of proposed civil works will be
given in advance to residents and businesses prior to start of work; (iii) ensuring access to shops
and businesses by providing pedestrian access through planks, assistance to mobile hawkers
and vendors and those with moveable, temporary structures to shift to (and back from) nearby
locations where they can continue with their economic activities; (d) provision of planks to ensure
pedestrian access in residential or commercial properties; (e) proper coordination of civil works
such that the period of disruption along a particular road section is minimized; and (f) signage with
project details and contact details for grievance redress. These measures will be part of the
contract and will be implemented with careful monitoring by the concerned PIU.
C.

Objectives of Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Plan

11.
This draft RIPP is prepared for proposed Pratapgarh Sewerage subproject under
RSTDSP. It assesses and addresses the potential involuntary resettlement and indigenous
peoples impacts of the proposed subproject components and is consistent with the agreed
resettlement framework and indigenous peoples planning framework for the Project, which are
prepared in accordance with the national laws and as per ADB SPS 2009. This document will be
updated based on the final detailed engineering design and detailed measurement survey. A ‘No
Objection’ from ADB will be obtained prior commencement of civil works.
12.
This draft RIPP is prepared in accordance with ADB SPS, 2009 safeguard requirements
for involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples category B projects and to meet the following
objectives:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

to ensure that the scheduled tribe receive culturally appropriate social and
economic benefits;
to ensure that when potential adverse impacts on the scheduled tribe are
identified, these will be avoided to the maximum extent possible;
to describe the identified scope and extent of land acquisition and involuntary
resettlement impacts because of identified project components, and address them
through appropriate recommendations and mitigation measures in the
resettlement and Indigenous Peoples plan;
to present the socio-economic profile of the population in the project area, identify
social impacts, including impacts on the poor and vulnerable, and the needs and
priorities of different sections of the population, including women, poor and
vulnerable;
to describe the likely economic impacts and identified livelihood risks of the
proposed project components;
to describe the process undertaken during project design to engage stakeholders
and the planned information disclosure measures and the process for carrying out
consultation with affected people and facilitating their participation during project
implementation;
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(vii)
(viii)

(ix)
(x)

(xi)
II.
A.

to establish a framework for grievance redressal for affected persons that is
appropriate to the local context, in consultation with stakeholders;
to describe the applicable national and local legal framework for the project, and
define the involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples policy principles
applicable to the project;
to define entitlements of affected persons, and assistance and benefits available
under the project;
to present a budget for resettlement and define institutional arrangements,
implementation responsibilities and implementation schedule for resettlement
implementation; and
to describe the monitoring mechanism that will be used to monitor resettlement
and indigenous peoples plan implementation.
SCOPE OF LAND ACQUISITION AND INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT

Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement

13.
Construction of Sewage Treatment Plant and Treated effluent reuse works including
construction of Treated Effluent Elevated Reservoirs (TEER), Treated Effluent Storage
Reservoirs (TESR) and Effluent Pumping Station (EPS) and Consumer Relation
Management Centers: Land acquisition will not be required for the implementation of proposed
subproject components. STP (7 MLD) and treated effluent reuse works including construction of
TEER, TESR and EPS will be constructed in the vacant land near Mukti Dham which is under the
ownership of Nagar Palika (Municipal Body). The CRMC will be constructed in the same site
where the STP is proposed. The total land required for STP, TEER, TESR and EPS will be around
10,000 m2 and land which is approximately 72,700 m2 is available. The summary table on the
status of land availability and ownership is attached in Appendix 1 and details of land, revenue
record of proposed STP site and google maps are attached in Appendix 2 to 4.
14.
Construction of Sewage Pumping Station and Consumer Relation Management
Centers: The Sewage Pumping Station (7 MLD) will be constructed on the vacant land near
Bhatpura Gate which is under the jurisdiction and ownership of Nagar Palika (Municipal Body).
CRMC will also be constructed in the proposed SPS campus. Land requirement is 1,500 m2 and
the available land is 2,100 m2. No livelihood and common property resources will be affected in
the implementation of this component. Appendix 1 provides the summary table on the status of
land availability landownership. Appendices 5 and 6 also presents the details of land, revenue
record of proposed SPS site and google maps.
15.
Under FSSM, desludging of septage from household pits/ septic tanks will be undertaken
and septage will be disposed in designated unit in sewage treatment plant. Prior notice will be
given to the household on the date and time of desludging. The desludging machine will be kept
at a suitable place which would not hamper or impact normal activity of the community people or
pedestrians. The truck will be kept in the proposed STP campus for which land has already been
allotted.
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Table 3: Details of Proposed Coverage Areas under FSSM
Ward
No.

Area (Hectare)

2

166.98

34.94

4891

29

140

Populat
ion
Propos
ed
under
FSSM
571

19

177.76

64.83

2316

13

36

461

20

149.17

32.99

2438

16

74

1123

21

50.85

22.12

2789

55

126

430

22

47.46

17.04

3287

69

193

316

23

50.16

18.16

2526

50

139

385

25

97.68

27.56

5321

54

193

875

Total

Habitated

Projected
Population

Density per Hectare
Total

Habitated

2021

2021

2021

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.

Covered/
Partially
covered

Partially
Covered
Partially
Covered
Partially
Covered
Partially
Covered
Partially
Covered
Partially
Covered
Partially
Covered
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Figure 1: FSSM Coverage Area, Pratapgarh

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.
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Figure 2: Layout of Proposed Sewage Treatment Plant

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.
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Figure 3: Layout of Proposed Sewage Pumping Station

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.
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Figure 4: Google Map depicting Proposed Sewage Treatment Plant and Sewage Pumping Station

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.
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16.
Sewer Network: Sewage pumping main pipelines are proposed within the ROW of
government roads. No permanent or temporary impact on structures and CPRs6 is envisaged. No
commercial establishments are identified in the stretches where sewage pumping main lines are
proposed.
Table 4: Details of Proposed Sewage Pumping Main

6

Location
(Start
Point)

End Point
Zone &
Node No

SPS(Near
Dipeshwa
r Talab)

Zone-2,
Node1414

Lengt
h of
Pumpi
ng
Main
(In km)
1.6

Dia of
Pumpi
ng
Main

Road
Width
(in m)

Road
Type

Numb
er of
Perma
nent
shops

Tempo
rary
shops

100500
mm

4-15

CC
BT
WBM

0

0

Photos

Common property resources include public resources, community-owned facilities or cultural property such as
temples, shrines, public utility posts, etc.
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Figure 5: Proposed Sewage Pumping Main Alignment

Source: Preliminary Detailed Project Report, Pratapgarh, 2020.
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17.
Sewer network is proposed within the ROW of government roads. No impacts on
structures and CPRs is envisaged. However, during laying of pipeline, temporary
livelihood/income loss is anticipated to roadside vendors and kiosks. The diameter of pipeline
ranges from 100 to 500 mm depending on the road width.
18.
To assess the temporary impacts and to collect information on socio-economic profile of
affected persons, a joint transect walk followed by a visual screening on the proposed alignment.
The field work was conducted by the DPR consultants, staff from the office of urban local body
and safeguard staff from PMU. The objective of the transect walks and visual screening was to
confirm that there are no impacts on permanent/semi-permanent structures and common property
resources in entire roads/pipeline alignments. Both visual screening and transect walks confirmed
that the proposed subproject impacts are temporary in nature. The majority of the affected
persons (APs) are non-titled, with movable /transitory structures (push carts etc.) within the rightof-way (ROW).
19.
The temporary livelihood impacts identified from transect walks are mainly categorized
into: (i) low density areas - residential, industrial, other areas where temporary
business/activities are minimal/none; (ii) medium density areas - commercial, mixed-use areas
where such activities are more in numbers as compared to low density areas; and, (iii) busy
market area where such activities are high in number.. The total proposed network length was
classified into these three categories based on field visits and discussion with technical team and
a survey for 500 m undertaken (25-30%) of the total length under each category. The distribution
of total proposed length was referred and the transect walk results extrapolated for the entire
project. Based on this exercise, a total of 115 roadside movable/transitory businesses 7 are
estimated as temporarily affected. The socio-economic profile of temporarily affected persons and
transect walk details is attached in Appendix 7 to 9.
Table 5: Summary of Transect walk
Sl.
No.

Density

Proposed
Network-Water
Supply

Transect Walk/
Visual
screening
Total Length

In km
1
2
3

Temporary
APs on ROW
Transect Walk
for sample
stretches

In km

High Density
Area
2.5
0.5
Medium Density
2
0.5
Low Density
97.5
0.5
Total Affected Persons (Sewerage Network)

No.
15
10
0

Estimated
Temporarily
Affected
Persons on
ROW in entire
subproject
area
No.
75
40
0
115

Source: Transect walk and business surveys, 2020.

20.
During visual screening and transect walk, it was observed that there are more than 300
permanent shops are in the busy market area in Sadar Bazar, to which execution of works may
pose temporary inconveniences. The issues have been discussed with engineering team and it
has been decided that such impact to shops will be avoided/minimized by executing work in the
night time with proper safety measures. Pipelines in narrow roads and commercial areas will be
laid phase-wise, after due consultation with shop owners. Civil works will also be completed one
section at a time, before start of work in the next section. The contractor will maintain the noise
7

Resettlement impacts based on the preliminary design.
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level within permissible limits and ensure it does not exceed 55dB (A) as per Noise Pollution
(Regulation & Control) Rules 2000. Details are given in the environmental management plan for
this project.
21.
Further, to minimize impact during construction specifically in laying of sewer lines,
trenchless method/technology will be adopted for pipelaying where required (9 km trenchless
pipelaying work is proposed under this sub-project). The trenchless technology is preferred for
narrow roads and those with heavy traffic. Trenchless sewers have also been proposed at
important circles in the city where traffic density is more, in the streets where traffic diversion is
not feasible, highway crossing, railway crossing etc. In general sewer network at depth more than
3.5 m will be laid through trenchless technology. For areas where site condition is favorable,
sewer lines may be laid using the open excavation method (details are mentioned in BOQ).
22.
Care will be taken by the contractor to avoid/mitigate economic impacts through the
following measures: (a) announcement of proposed civil works in advance (to enable shop owners
to stock up and remain unaffected if goods vehicles are unable to reach them during construction,
(b) provision of planks to ensure pedestrian access; (c) careful timing of implementation to avoid
peak sale hours/days or school timings; (d) use of trenchless pipe laying technology, major civil
work during night hours, maximum use of precast materials particularly for manhole will be used
in commercial areas and narrow roads, where possible; (e) minimizing construction period to the
extent possible; (f) assistance to mobile vendors if any present during construction, to shift nearby;
(g) signage with project details and contact details for grievance redress; and (h) proper traffic
management. These measures will be part of the contract and will be implemented with careful
monitoring by the concerned PIU.
23.
The contractor will also be required to maintain access to shops and residences or other
buildings along pipe alignments and to institutions located close to proposed sites. Safety will
also be ensured through hard barricading of excavated alignments/sites, specific provisions
related to impact avoidance, for pipe laying activities as well as construction work near schools,
health centers, Anganwadi centers (ICDS), etc.
24.
The impact assessment in this draft resettlement plan will be updated road wise during
finalization of detailed design and detailed measurement surveys8 on sites/section of pipeline
alignment will be conducted. The DMS will provide feedback to the design team for consideration
of possible alternatives with less impact. The updated RIPP will be submitted to ADB for clearance
prior to start of construction. A 100% census and socio-economic survey of affected persons will
be undertaken during DMS to register and document the status of affected persons (APs) within
subproject impact areas.

8

Transect walk and business loss surveys were conducted in municipal areas of town in light of preliminary DPR (since
this is a DBO contract, contractor will prepare the final design/drawing and fix the alignments). It is important to
mention that, sample survey has been conducted for draft resettlement plan preparation, in key representative areas
(required for impact assessment and preparation of socio-economic profile of affected persons. It is expected that
contractor will facilitate and Social Expert at CMSC/CMSC consultant team will be primarily responsible for
conducting detailed socio-economic survey of the entire town before start of civil work for updating and
implementation of RP.
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Table 6: Details of High-Density Area
Sn.

Name of Area

Total
Length
(In km)

Width of
Road
(in meter)

Type of Road

1

Surajpol Gate to Sadar bazar

1.5

4-8

BT

2

Bus stand to Sadar bazar

1

4-7

BT

Note: BT=bituminous.

Photos
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Table 7: Details of Medium Density Area
Sn.

Name of Area

Total Length
(In km)

Width of
Road
(in meter)

Type of
Road

1

Gandhi circle to Nal Circle

1.5

4-16

BT

2

Gandhi circle to Neemach Naka

0.5

4-18

BT

Note: BT=bituminous.

Photos

17

Figure 6: City Map depicting High and Medium Density Areas
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Table 8: Summary of Involuntary Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Impacts
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6

Details
Permanent land acquisition
Structure loss
Permanent and significant
livelihood impact (landowners)
Permanent loss crops (squatter
farming)
Permanent loss of livelihood
Temporary
loss
of
access/temporary income loss

6.

Potential temporary income
loss to employees in affected
shops/ businesses

7

Number of Vulnerable APs

8.

Indigenous Peoples impacts

Whether Impact
Assessed
None
None
None

Not required
Not anticipated
Not anticipated

None

Not anticipated

None
Yes

Not anticipated
115 business owners –
Majority
are
non-titled,
movable
/
transitory
structures (push carts etc.).
To be updated after final
alignments are known.
None found in sample
surveys. To be updated after
detailed
socio-economic
survey
20 (estimated number, to be
updated
after
final
alignments are known)

None

Yes

Yes, beneficial impacts

Remarks

Based on the preliminary
assessment, the scheduled
tribes in Pratapgarh are likely to
benefit
from
improved
wastewater services (either
from an improved sewerage
system or FSSM services). No
adverse impact is anticipated.
The project will not involve any
activities that adversely affect
the dignity, human rights,
livelihood systems, or culture of
indigenous peoples, or affect
the natural or cultural resources
that indigenous peoples own,
use, occupy, or claim as
ancestral domain or an asset.

Source: Transect walks and business surveys, 2020.

B.

Indigenous Peoples

25.
Based on preliminary social analysis, none among the affected persons facing involuntary
resettlement impacts belong to scheduled tribe community and project design ensures that there
are no adverse impacts to indigenous people communities. In the event any affected scheduled
tribe households facing temporary impacts are identified during detailed measurement survey and
census survey, they are entitled for additional compensation and assistances as per agreed
resettlement framework and indigenous peoples planning framework. The RIPP will be updated
accordingly based on the final detailed engineering design and a detailed measurement survey
with full census of all the affected persons and affected assets inventory. No civil works contract
will be awarded before RIPP is cleared by ADB and compensation payment will be completed
prior to start of civil works. Social safeguard requirements will be included in the EMPs and bid
documents.
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26.
Project design incorporates features for inclusion of 100% scheduled tribe
families/households in the subproject coverage area in project benefits. No adverse impacts to
the dignity, human rights, livelihood systems, or culture of indigenous peoples, or to the natural
or cultural resources that indigenous peoples own, use, occupy, or claim as ancestral domain or
an asset, are identified as a result of the proposed project. Contractual provisions will ensure that
100% scheduled tribe households in the coverage area will benefit from improved wastewater
(sewerage system/FSSM) infrastructure. The socio-economic profile of the scheduled tribe
community of Pratapgarh is presented in the next chapter.
27.
Specific Action Plan. Further, to address any potential safeguards issues and ensure
inclusion, a specific action plan for indigenous peoples is proposed for this subproject. The action
plan will carry out the following specific activities: (i) a baseline survey 9 will be conducted for
identification and inclusion of indigenous peoples households within the project coverage area;
(ii) proposed benefits (e.g. sewerage services) to indigenous peoples households will be shared
and monitored; (iii) IEC materials, information sharing, consultations and other activities 10 stated
in the CAPP will be culturally sensitive and appropriate when implemented in the scheduled area;
(iv) in case of any indigenous peoples impacts in subproject, the chief of the tribe or a member of
the tribal council as traditional arbitrator (to ensure that traditional grievance redress systems are
integrated) and an NGO working with indigenous peoples. GRC will also ensure that grievance
redress established is gender inclusive in receiving and facilitating resolution of the IPs’ concerns;
(v) consultations with IP households will be conducted in all subproject stages which shall help in
identifying any culture-specific requirements and traditions like avoidance of any specific festival
days, and/or other activities with cultural significance to the IP communities during civil work; and
any other IP related issues and concerns that may be of importance to the community. An endline sample survey11 will be conducted to document the views of IP households about subproject
benefits. Such survey is in line with subproject internal monitoring. The proposed action plan with
activities, timelines and responsibilities is attached in Appendix 10. This action plan will be used
for project monitoring to ensure that IP activities are undertaken on a timely basis and reported
semi-annually and to determine whether project objectives have been achieved.
III.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC INFORMATION AND PROFILE

28.
The following sections present the socio-economic profile of the households likely to be
affected by the proposed works. Transect walks and business surveys were conducted to
estimate the temporary impacts, The sample survey of businesses conducted for draft
resettlement plan preparation provides information on the socio-economic conditions of affected
business owners and their households. A wide range of data including social category, types of
losses, type of occupation, sources of income, choice of resettlement etc. have been collected.
29.
Occupation: Transect walks identified a total of 25 affected persons whose businesses
will be temporarily affected during pipe laying. These business activities can be broadly classified
into two categories i.e., (i) vegetable selling– about 44%; (ii) others (cobbler, cloth, bangle, toys
Contractors will conduct connection campaigns across the project coverage area and will be responsible to ensure
that IP households and localities are identified and included in the campaign. Data on exact number of scheduled
tribe households can be generated from the house service connection survey (pertaining to both water supply and
wastewater/sewerage) to be conducted by the project contractor prior to start of civil work. The localities where
sewerage network will not laid shall be covered through FSM. Cost for such activity is already included in the contract
document for the subproject.
10 CAPPC will be primarily responsible for planning implementing and monitoring the result of such activities.
11 Costs towards conducting end-line sample survey is included in the subproject budget table. Sample size may be
decided by the Project in consultation with ADB.
9
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seller – 56%. Most of the affected persons have movable structures while some of the affected
persons sit on roads/ ROW in selling their goods.
30.
Income Profile: No households with a monthly income of less than or equal to
Rs. 2500/- per month was identified. Based on the sample survey, 44% of households likely to be
affected have income of Rs. 200-300 per day, while 56% of the households likely to be affected
have income of Rs. 301-400 per day. As per government notification on minimum wage in
Rajasthan, the income range of the affected persons is higher than the declared Government
daily wage rate for different categories of labor (unskilled, semi-skilled and highly skilled).12
31.
Caste Profile: Among the surveyed households, 36% of the affected persons belong to
General Castes, 56% belong to Other Backward Castes (OBC) and 8% belong to scheduled
castes. It can be noted that OBC constitutes the majority in the social profile of affected persons
in Pratapgarh, closely followed by the general castes.
32.
The summary profile of the affected persons is presented in Table 9. The number of
affected persons presented in the Table 9 below is based on estimates for the entire subproject
area, based on impact assessment and survey conducted in sample road stretches. Transect
walk data/analysis will be updated road wise where pipelines will be laid before mobilization of
contractor. The updated resettlement and indigenous peoples plan will be submitted to ADB for
approval which will include the number of affected persons based on detailed engineering design,
detailed measurement survey and census survey within subproject impact area.13
Table 9: Summary Profile of Affected Persons
Impact
1. Loss of land
Permanent land acquisition
Temporary land aacquisition
2. Loss of structures
Residential
Commercial
3. Loss of livelihood
Permanent
4. Temporary
Temporary loss of land
Temporary loss of access/disruption to livelihood

Quantity
0
0
0
0
0
0
115 persons (small business owners) are likely
to face temporary income loss. Majority are nontitled movable /transitory structures (push carts
etc.)

As per the state gazette notification dated June 12, 2018, the latest (applicable from January 1, 2018) revised
minimum daily wages for different category of labour are as Unskilled ₹ 213; Semi- Skilled ₹ 223; Skilled 233; highly
skilled=283. Source: http://www.labour.rajasthan.gov.in/Notification.aspx
13During resettlement and indigenous peoples plan revision, census/socio-economic surveys for temporary impacts
should include specific questions on place of business, its seasonal variation and affected persons migrant nature.
A separate list of such affected persons should be made to suggest that they may not be present at the same location
during construction time/compensation. These affected persons however will still be entitled for compensation (if
affected due to project). However, such list will tentatively indicate PMU/PIU/ADB the extent of missing affected
persons during implementation. It is also suggested under this project that missing affected persons under temporary
impacts not traceable for more than 18 months after the start of compensation disbursement, or do not claim their
entitlement within project construction period, will bear no impacts of the project and hence will not be considered for
compensation.
12
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Impact
5. Vulnerability14
Female Headed Households
Scheduled caste
Schedule Tribe
Physical Disabled
BPL
Average income/day (shops)

Quantity
10 affected persons
10 affected persons
0
0
0
INR 332 /day*

Source: Transect walks, technical documents and analysis.

33.
Profile of Indigenous Peoples in Pratapgarh. The scheduled tribe population in
Pratapgarh district is 550,427 which constitutes 63.42% of the total district population and 13.5%
of the state’s scheduled tribe population. The total population of Pratapgarh municipal area and
other district towns is 71,807, of which, the scheduled tribe comprises 5,005 or 6.97%. Based on
secondary data and field visits, it is ascertained that the scheduled tribe population is
predominately based in rural areas. Further details are presented in Table 10 and 11. Total
population of Pratapgarh Municipal area, consisting of 25 municipal wards is 42,079 out of which
3,459 (8.22%) belongs to scheduled tribe community.
Table 10: Scheduled Tribe Population in Pratapgarh District
Total
Population

Scheduled
Tribe

Percentage
(%)

3
63.4

Total
Scheduled
Tribe
(Male)
4
276,742

Percentage
(%) in
respect of
column 2
5
50.27

Total
Scheduled
Tribe
(Female)
6
273,685

Percentage
(%) in
respect of
column 2
7
49.73

1
Total Scheduled
tribe population
Total Scheduled
tribe population
in urban areas
Total Scheduled
tribe population
in rural areas

2
550,427
5,005

6.97

2,609

52.12

2,396

47.88

545,422

68.51

274,133

50.26

271,289

49.74

Source: Census 2011.

Table 11: Ward wise population of Scheduled Tribes in Pratapgarh Town
Ward
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
14

Total Population
3762
1853
1918
1950
1168
1213
671
1226
956
781
1142

Scheduled Tribe
Population
851
245
27
455
14
21
12
7
0
5
0

Ward No
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Total
Population
1066
934
975
1365
1593
1286
2324
2739
2105
4434
1209

Scheduled Tribe
Population
1
1
4
11
0
0
300
709
67
112
56

Vulnerable households comprise below poverty line households, female-headed households, households with out of
school/working children, disabled person-headed household, elderly headed household, landless household,
household with no legal title/tenure security, and schedule caste and scheduled tribe households.
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Ward
No
12

Total Population
650

Scheduled Tribe
Population
0

Ward No
24
25

Total
Population
2850
1909

Scheduled Tribe
Population
75
486

Total Population = 42,079
Total Scheduled Tribe Population = 3,459
Source: Census 2011.

34.
Ward 1 has the highest concentration of scheduled tribe population (851 persons) followed
by ward 20 which has 709 persons and about 486 persons from the scheduled tribe community
live in ward 25. Five Municipal wards have no scheduled tribe population.
35.
The district has registered an overall general literacy rate of 55.97% (which is lower than
the State average 66.1%) in 2011. As regards to rural and urban areas of the district the overall
general literacy rate have been registered as 53.20% and 84.78% respectively. Among the towns
of Pratapgarh district, the highest literacy rate of 85.81 % has been attained by Pratapgarh
Municipal town. Similarly, among the towns, scheduled tribe of Pratapgarh Municipality attained
the highest literacy rate of 67.13% which is lower than the overall literacy rate (85.81%) of the
town. Among all towns of the district, literacy rate of males and females from the scheduled tribe
community of Pratapgarh Municipal area is 79.35% and 54.07% respectively; which are highest
in the district. However, considerable difference in male female literacy among scheduled tribe
(25.28%) is noticed in Pratapgarh town. This gender gap in literacy rate is also reflected among
the total population; where overall general district male literacy is 69.5% and overall general
female literacy is 42.4% reflecting gender gap of almost 27%.
36.
Among the total number of literates from scheduled tribe community in Pratapgarh town,
males constitute 61% and females 39% whereas out of the total illiterates; males constitute 41%
and females constitute 59%.
Table 12: Literacy of Scheduled Tribe Population in Pratapgarh Municipal Area
Total literate ST
population
1926

Male Literate

Total Illiterate ST
population
1533

Male Illiterate

1176

621

Percentage (%)
of Male Literate
61.06

Female Literate

Percentage (%) of
Male Illiterate
40.51

Female Illiterate

750

912

Percentage (%) of
Female Literate
38.94
Percentage (%) of
Female Illiterate
59.49

Source: Census 2011.

37.
In the district, 55.46% of the total population comprises total workers (main and marginal)
and the rest 44.54% are non-workers. Out of the total male population, 57.50% are workers
whereas among females, 53.38% are workers. Of the total scheduled tribe population in the
district, 310,738 or 56.45% comprise workers, which is a little higher than the district rate.
Similarly, 55.86% of males from scheduled tribe community are workers while as 57.05% of total
females from scheduled tribe community are workers. Females from the scheduled tribe
community exhibit greater participation in the work force (57.05%) compared to the overall female
workforce participation (53.38%) of the district. However, percentage of males from the schedule
tribe community who are workers (55.86%) is a little lower than the district figure of 57.50%. The
overall state work participation rate is 43.6%; for males the work participation rate is 51.5% while
for females it is 35.1%.
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IV.
A.

CONSULTATION, PARTICIPATION AND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

Public Consultation

38.
The preparation of draft resettlement plan and indigenous peoples plan has involved
stakeholders’ consultation. The key stakeholders consulted during RIPP preparation are (i)
affected persons, vulnerable households including scheduled tribe/indigenous peoples groups;
(ii) program beneficiaries (iii) elected representatives, community leaders, and representatives of
community- based organizations; (iv) local NGOs; (v) local government and relevant government
agency representatives; and (vi) Program staff, PMU, PIU, and consultants. The key stakeholders
were briefed them about the (i) technical details of project and project implementation cycle; (ii)
the project benefits as well as adverse impacts envisaged during construction; (iii) environmental
and social safeguards; (iv) gender inclusion; and, (v) community participation aspects built into
the project. Consultations with APs during transect walks mainly included concerns such as traffic
disruptions and impacts on livelihood. It was informed to survey APs that appropriate measures
will be undertaken during construction to minimize impacts (including scheduling of activities
during the early morning and reducing construction activities during the rush hour). It was also
informed that, if despite mitigation measures, there would be any temporary impacts on livelihood;
these would be compensated in accordance with the RIPP’s entitlement matrix. Further
consultations will also include focus group discussions (FGDs) and structured census surveys
before the project implementation. Details of the consultations and the Stakeholder meeting at
town level minutes are attached in Appendix 11.
B.

Information Disclosure

39.
This draft RIPP and the final RIPP will be disclosed on ADB and local government’s
websites and will be available in key local/state government offices. Before the implementation of
the subproject, the draft plan will be updated based on the final design and 100% census and
socio-economic survey of the affected households/ persons. The final RIPP approved by ADB will
be duly disclosed on ADB and local government websites and will be available in key local/state
government offices. During the subproject implementation, construction schedules will be
informed to all residents (including APs) prior to the commencement of pipe laying through
signboards. The signboards will be in local language and will include at minimum: (i) section to
be affected, (ii) start and end dates of construction in each location, (iii) information on traffic
rerouting if any, and (iv) contact information for questions/grievances. For any illiterate affected
persons, the project will ensure that disclosure through consultations and discussions is
undertaken and minutes of such meetings documented.
40.
During revised RIPP preparation, the PIU/PMU will be responsible for issuing various
required public notices. For the temporary impacts, the date/period of socio-economic surveys
will be considered as the cut-off date. The cut-off date for temporary impacts will be communicated
to the entire affected area at the start of the census survey by means of putting up of printed
information at the common, visible and accessible place. In the same manner, the list of affected
persons will be published at the common places with contact details of PIU officials/CMSC. The
list will be displayed in the area and in the entire town. This will prevent duplication in identifying
the affected persons particularly those moving into a new area during project planning and
implementation phase. Such information will facilitate the affected persons to have access to lists
in their area and resolve issues around duplication, missing/absentee person from the list. The
sample project summary leaflet is attached in Appendix 16 and will be available in local language.
The RIPP and other IEC materials will be translated in Hindi and will be discussed/disclosed with
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the APs and subproject beneficiaries, including those who are unable to read, in Hindi and/or their
local dialect.
C.

Continued Consultation and Participation

41.
The PMU will extend and expand the consultation and disclosure process during the
construction period and will include the scheduled tribe community in the process. The project
management consultants will conduct training of contractors (engineers as well as safeguards
personnel). The PMU, and with the support of CAPPC, will design and conduct a public
awareness campaign during project implementation. A consultation and participation consultant
will be mobilized for the preparation and implementation of community awareness activities.
V.

GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM

42.
A project-specific, three-tier grievance redress mechanism (GRM) covers both
environment and social issues. The GRM will be established to receive, evaluate, and facilitate
the resolution of affected persons’ concerns, complaints, and grievances about the social and
environmental performance at project level. The GRM will aim to provide a time-bound and
transparent mechanism to voice and resolve social and environmental concerns related to the
project. Assessment of the GRM designed and implemented for Rajasthan Urban Sector
Development Program (RUSDP)15 shows that the system was effective in timely resolution of
grievances in a transparent manner.16 The multichannel, project-specific, three-tier GRM is
functional at RUSDP, hence the design of GRM for RSTDSP takes into account the proposed
institutional structure for RSTDSP and the positive features and learnings from the previous
GRM.17
43.
Common GRM. A common GRM will be in place for social, environmental, or any other
grievances related to the project. Implementation of this RIPP will follow the GRM described
below. The GRM will provide an accessible and trusted platform for receiving and facilitating
resolution of affected persons’ grievances related to the project.
44.
Public awareness campaigns within entire ULB/Municipal area will ensure that awareness
on grievance redress procedures is generated. The nodal officer- safeguards and gender
supported by ASO at zonal level, will oversee the conduct of ULB/project coverage area-based
The procedures followed for grievance redress during implementation of RUSDP Phase III included the project GRM
and the pilot GRM software application (Smart Check) in Pali, the Sampark portal of Government of Rajasthan, and
the Chief Minister’s helpline. Complaints received through various channels were mostly minor and pertained to
damage to existing water supply pipelines and disruption of water supply during construction, delays in road
restoration, and pending new connections. Complaints related to damage to private property (compound walls/steps,
etc.) were less in number. The grievances were mostly possible to resolve in coordination with the contractors.
Complaints received were immediately referred by the CAPC/PMDSC supervision staff to the PIU Nodal officer
(safeguards) and concerned engineer at PIU, who advised them on further action. Follow up with the contractor on
complaint resolution was undertaken by PIU Nodal officer CAPC and PMDSC and final feedback sought from
complainant upon resolution. Complaints requiring inter-departmental coordination were referred to the PMU for
resolution, and feedback provided to complainant. The PMU kept regular track of grievances through WhatsApp and
email alerts, ensuring registration and follow-up until resolution.
16 Town-level grievance registration data indicates that a large number of grievances were registered, pointing to the
effectiveness of the multi-channel GRM. No major grievance was received for RUSDP Phase III. The GRM helped
smoothen the process of project implementation, hence the proposed architecture for the RSTDSP GRM remains
similar, with some refinement, taking into account the changes in institutional setup proposed for project
implementation.
17 Continued logistics support at field level will be key to successful management of grievance redress under RSTDSP.
The target date for establishment of the first level (PIU level) and second level (Zonal level) of GRM is before loan
negotiation.
15
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awareness campaigns by the town-level safeguards and safety officers, through the CAPPC. The
awareness campaigns will ensure that poor and vulnerable households are made aware of
grievance redress procedures and entitlements. Contractors will provide pamphlets to
communities prior to start of works and billboards during construction. The pamphlets and
billboards will include relevant environmental and social safeguards, GRM information, and
contact details of key personnel from PIU and contractors.
45.
Affected persons will have the flexibility of conveying grievances/suggestions by dropping
grievance redress/suggestion forms in complaint/suggestion boxes that will be installed by project
PIUs or by e-mail, by post, or by writing in a complaints register in ULB offices/complaints register
at contractor’s work site18 or by sending a WhatsApp message to the PIU 19 or by dialling the phone
number of town level PIU/CAPPC or by dialling a toll-free number.20 Any aggrieved person can
also avail the facilities of online grievance monitoring system ‘Rajasthan Sampark’ portal to
register their grievances which is a parallel mechanism of grievance registration, in addition to the
project GRM.21 Careful documentation of the name of the complainant, date of receipt of the
complaint, address/contact details of the person, location of the problem area, and how the
problem was resolved will be undertaken and feedback provided to the complainant on
action/decision taken. The SSO of town/city level PIU will have the overall responsibility for timely
grievance redressal on environmental and social safeguards issues and for registration of
grievances, related disclosure, with the assistance of project consultants. In case of grievances
that are immediate and urgent in the perception of the complainant, the contractor, and officials
of PIU with assistance from CMSC and CAPPC on-site will provide the most easily accessible or
first level of contact for quick resolution of grievances. Contact numbers and names of the
concerned PIU safeguard and safety officer, contractors, CAPPC and CMSC personal will be
posted at all construction sites at visible locations.
(i)

(ii)

1st level grievance. The contractors, PIU executive engineer /assistant engineer
designated as SSO (social and environment), CMSC (safeguard staff) and CAPPC
can immediately resolve issues on-site, in consultation with each other and will be
required to do so within 7 days of receipt of a complaint/grievance. If required, city
level monitoring committee (CLMC)22 will be involved in resolution of grievances at
the 1st level;
2nd level grievance. All grievances that cannot be redressed within 7 days at
field/PIU level will be brought to the notice of Zonal PIU headed by Additional Chief
Engineer (ACE).The ACE at zonal PIU will resolve the grievance within 7 days of
receipt of compliant/grievance in discussion with the assistant safeguard officer
(ASO), field level PIU, CMSC, CAPPC and the contractor;

RUSDP piloted an online application based live GRM counter for resolution of public grievances over and above the
usual process of grievance registration and redressal. This app based GRM - “RUIDP Smart Check” is available at
Google play store (free of cost) and is operational. The RUIDP Smart Check “app” was launched in Pali town in July
2017 and is proposed to be scaled up in RSTDSP project towns. For persons without access to the application, the
traditional channels will continue to be available.
19 It is suggested for each PIU to have a dedicated WhatsApp group for registration of grievances and receipt of quick
feedback, to be followed by more formal communication.
20 Project contractors in all project towns will have a toll-free number with specific working hours for registration of
grievances related to RSTDSP.
21 http://www.sampark.rajasthan.gov.in/RajSamWelcome.aspx
22 The CLMC has been formed at the town/city level for planning and monitoring of work, resolve issues related to
departmental coordination etc. It is headed by Commissioner/Executive Officer ULB (Chairman) and city engineer of
public health engineering department (PHED), public works department (PWD) and head of PIU acting as Member
Secretary.
18
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(iii)

3rd level grievance. All the grievances that are not addressed by Zonal PIU within
7 days of receipt will be brought to the notice of the PMU. Depending on the nature
of grievance, the Project Officer (Social/Environment) at PMU will resolve the
grievance within 15 days of receipt of grievance with necessary coordination of
Zonal PIU and CMSC and guidance/instruction of additional project director (APDPMU).

46.
Grievances not redressed through this process within/at the project level within stipulated
time period will be referred to the CLC/grievance redress committee (GRC), which has been set
up.23 In its role as a GRC, the CLC will meet whenever there is an urgent, pending grievance.
Other grievances can be discussed during its regular meetings. Zonal PIU will inform the CLC
regarding any grievances required to be resolved urgently. The GRC will resolve the grievance
within 15 days of receiving the complaint. In case of any indigenous peoples impacts in
subprojects, the CLC/GRC must have representation of the affected indigenous people
community, the chief of the tribe or a member of the tribal council as traditional arbitrator (to
ensure that traditional grievance redress systems are integrated) and an NGO working with
indigenous people groups. GRC will also ensure that grievance mechanism established is gender
inclusive in receiving and facilitating resolution of the IPs’ concerns.
47.
The multi-tier GRM for the project is outlined below (Figure 7), each tier having time-bound
schedules and with responsible persons identified to address grievances and seek appropriate
persons' advice at each stage, as required. The GRC will continue to function throughout the
project duration.

23

City Level Committee (CLC)/grievance redress committees (GRCs) has been constituted for each town/city under
the Chairmanship of District Collector to provide overall subproject guidance and “to sort out issues and remove
hindrances, if any”. CLC formed at city-level/district level with members composed of: District Collector as
Chairperson, and following as members: ULB Commissioner/Mayor/Chairman; Deputy Mayor/Vice Chairman ULB;
Chairman / Secretary Urban Improvement Trust (UIT); Head of Zonal/field level PIU as Member Secretary; one
representative each from relevant government departments as appropriate (PWD/PHED/Town Planning Department
etc.). All CLCs in their role as GRCs will have at least one-woman member/chairperson. In addition, for projectrelated grievances, representatives of affected persons, community-based organizations (CBOs), and eminent
citizens will be invited as observers in GRC meetings. The concerned Member of Parliament (MP) and Member of
Legislative Assembly are also part of the CLC.
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Figure 7: Grievance Redress Mechanism-RSTDSP
Project Level GRM

Affected
person

Field / PIU levelResponsible: PIU,
CMSC, Contractor, CAPPC. Involve
CLMC as required

Yes
(maximum 7 days)

Grievance
redressed and
record keeping

Yes
(maximum 7 days)

Project-level
GRM
Not
addressed

CLC/GRC

Grievance
redressed and
record keeping

Zonal PIU Level
Responsible: Additional Chief
Engineer (Zonal PIU), ASO, CMSC

PMU Level
Responsible: APD (PMU), Project
Officer (Social/Environment),
PMCBC

Yes
(maximum 15 days)

Grievance
redressed and
record keeping

Not
addressed

Court of Law

Note: APD = additional project director, ASO = assistant safeguards officer, CAPPC = community awareness and public
participation consultant, CMSC = construction management and supervision consultants, CLC = city level committee,
CLMC = city level monitoring committee, GRC = grievance redress committee, PIU = project implementation unit, PMU
= program management unit, PMCBC = project management and capacity building consultant

48.
The project GRM notwithstanding, an aggrieved person shall have access to the country's
legal system at any stage and accessing the country's legal system can run parallel to accessing
the GRM and is not dependent on the negative outcome of the GRM. In case of grievance related
to land acquisition, resettlement and rehabilitation,24 the affected persons will have to approach a
legal body/court specially proposed under RFCTLARRA, 2013;25
The Authority admits grievance only with reference to the Land Acquisition and R&R issues under the RFCTLARRA,
2013.
25 The authority shall consist of one person called Presiding Officer. Presiding Officer shall be either District Judge or
qualified legal practitioner with minimum seven years of service and shall be appointed in consultation with the Chief
Justice of the High Court within the Project jurisdiction. S/He shall hold the officer for three years and shall be
supported by Registrar and other officers. The Authority shall, for the purposes of its functions under this Act, shall
have the same powers as are vested in a civil court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. Authority (GRS) shall
dispose any matter received within six months. All proceedings before Authority shall be judicial proceedings and
shall take place in public. No civil court (other than High Court or the Supreme Court) shall have jurisdiction to
entertain any dispute relating to land acquisition in respect of which the Collector or the Authority is empowered by
or under this Act, and no injunction shall be granted by any court in respect of any such matter. Applications first go
to Collector and within 30 days he can refer (if required) to the Authority. Such application can be made within six
weeks by the applicant (if he or representative is personally present) after the date of award, and in other cases
within six months. Collector may also accept any application within one year if feels appropriate. Interests are payable
for delayed and excess payments. Payment of award into their bank accounts. Any disputed payments etc. shall be
deposited with the Authority.
24
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49.
People who are, or may in the future be, adversely affected by the project may submit
complaints to ADB’s Accountability Mechanism. The Accountability Mechanism provides an
independent forum and process whereby people adversely affected by ADB-assisted projects can
voice, and seek a resolution of their problems, as well as report alleged violations of ADB’s
operational policies and procedures. Before submitting a complaint to the Accountability
Mechanism, affected people should make an effort in good faith to solve their problems by working
with the concerned ADB operations department. Only after doing that, and if they are still
dissatisfied, should they approach the Accountability Mechanism.26
50.
Record-keeping. The PIU town level will keep records of grievances received, including
contact details of complainant, date the complaint was received, nature of grievance, agreed
corrective actions and the date these were affected and final outcome. The number of grievances
recorded and resolved, and the outcomes will be displayed/disclosed in the PMU office, PIU
offices, and on websites, as well as reported in monitoring reports submitted to ADB on a semiannual basis. The sample Grievance registration format is attached as Appendix 13.
51.
Periodic review and documentation of lessons learned. The PMU Project Officer
(Social and Environment) will periodically review the functioning of the GRM in each town and
record information on the effectiveness of the mechanism, especially on the project’s ability to
prevent and address grievances.
52.
Costs. All costs involved in resolving the complaints (meetings, consultations,
communication and reporting/information dissemination) will be borne by the concerned PIU at
town level while costs related to escalated grievances will be met by the PMU. Cost estimates for
grievance redress are included in resettlement cost estimates.
VI.
53.

POLICY AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The policy framework and entitlements for the RSTDSP are based on:
(i)
(ii)

the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act (RFCTLARRA), 2013;27
ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 2009. The salient features of
Government and ADB polices are summarized below. The involuntary
resettlement principles and procedures to be followed for social safeguards under
RSTDSP are detailed out in the resettlement framework.

54.
The key involuntary resettlement principles of the ADB Safeguards Policy Statement
(2009) are:
(i)

(ii)

26
27

Screen the project early on to identify past, present, and future involuntary
resettlement impacts and risks. Determine the scope of resettlement planning
through a survey and/or census of displaced persons, including a gender analysis,
specifically related to resettlement impacts and risks;
Carry out meaningful consultations with affected persons, host communities, and
concerned nongovernment organizations. Inform all displaced persons of their
entitlements and resettlement options. Ensure their participation in planning,

Accountability Mechanism. http://www.adb.org/Accountability-Mechanism/default.asp.
Ministry of Law and Justice. The Act has received the assent of the President on the 26 September 2013.
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

implementation, and monitoring and evaluation of resettlement programs. Pay
particular attention to the needs of vulnerable groups, especially those below the
poverty line, the landless, the elderly, women and children, and Indigenous
Peoples, and those without legal title to land, and ensure their participation in
consultations. Establish a grievance redress mechanism to receive and facilitate
resolution of the affected persons’ concerns. Support the social and cultural
institutions of displaced persons and their host population. Where involuntary
resettlement impacts and risks are highly complex and sensitive, compensation
and resettlement decisions should be preceded by a social preparation phase;
Improve, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all displaced persons through (i)
land-based resettlement strategies when affected livelihoods are land based
where possible or cash compensation at replacement value for land when the loss
of land does not undermine livelihoods, (ii) prompt replacement of assets with
access to assets of equal or higher value, (iii) prompt compensation at full
replacement cost for assets that cannot be restored, and (iv) additional revenues
and services through benefit sharing schemes where possible;
Provide physically and economically displaced persons with needed assistance,
including the following: (i) if there is relocation, secured tenure to relocation land,
better housing at resettlement sites with comparable access to employment and
production opportunities, integration of resettled persons economically and socially
into their host communities, and extension of project benefits to host communities;
(ii) transitional support and development assistance, such as land development,
credit facilities, training, or employment opportunities; and (iii) civic infrastructure
and community services, as required;
Improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups,
including women, to at least national minimum standards. In rural areas provide
them with legal and affordable access to land and resources, and in urban areas
provide them with appropriate income sources and legal and affordable access to
adequate housing;
Develop procedures in a transparent, consistent, and equitable manner if land
acquisition is through negotiated settlement to ensure that those people who enter
into negotiated settlements will maintain the same or better income and livelihood
status;
Ensure that displaced persons without titles to land or any recognizable legal rights
to land are eligible for resettlement assistance and compensation for loss of
nonland assets;
Prepare a RIPP elaborating on displaced persons’ entitlements, the income and
livelihood restoration strategy, institutional arrangements, monitoring and reporting
framework, budget, and time-bound implementation schedule;
Disclose a draft RIPP, including documentation of the consultation process in a
timely manner, before project appraisal, in an accessible place and a form and
language(s) understandable to affected persons and other stakeholders. Disclose
the final RIPP and its updates to affected persons and other stakeholders;
Conceive and execute involuntary resettlement as part of a development project
or program. Include the full costs of resettlement in the presentation of project’s
costs and benefits. For a project with significant involuntary resettlement impacts,
consider implementing the involuntary resettlement component of the project as a
stand-alone operation;
Pay compensation and provide other resettlement entitlements before physical or
economic displacement. Implement the RIPP under close supervision throughout
project implementation;

30
(xii)

Monitor and assess resettlement outcomes, their impacts on the standards of living
of displaced persons, and whether the objectives of the RIPP have been achieved
by taking into account the baseline conditions and the results of resettlement
monitoring. Disclose monitoring reports.

55.
Core involuntary resettlement principles for the RSTDSP to be followed for each
subproject, including sample subprojects are:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)
(ix)

land acquisition, and other involuntary resettlement impacts will be avoided or
minimized exploring all viable alternative sub-project designs;
adverse impacts to indigenous peoples’ dignity, human rights, livelihood systems
and culture as well as to the natural and cultural resources of indigenous peoples
will be avoided;
where unavoidable, time-bound RIPPs/IPPs will be prepared and affected persons
will be assisted in improving or at least regaining their pre-program standard of
living;
full information and close consultations with APs including consultation with
affected persons on compensation, disclosure of resettlement information to
affected persons, and participation of affected persons in planning and
implementing sub-projects will be ensured;
vulnerable groups will be provided special assistance; beneficial impacts to
indigenous peoples will be ensured through special measures identified in the
RIPP, if any;
payment of compensation to affected persons including non-titled persons (e.g.,
informal dwellers/squatters, and encroachers) for acquired assets at replacement
rates;
payment of compensation and resettlement assistance prior to the contractor
taking physical acquisition of the land and prior to the commencement of any
construction activities;
provision of income restoration and rehabilitation; and
Establishment of appropriate grievance redress mechanisms.
VII.

A.

ENTITLEMENTS, ASSISTANCE AND BENEFITS

Types of Losses and Affected Person Category

56.
The anticipated types of losses28 due to the proposed subproject components under
RSTDSP comprise of: (i) potential temporary income loss to shop owners/vendors with permanent
or movable structures; and, (ii) impacts to vulnerable persons (from amongst the affected
persons). The income loss to affected persons will be partial loss of daily income for the period of
disruption. The indigenous peoples/scheduled tribe living in Pratapgarh town will benefit the
project in terms of improved sewerage services is expected. None of the affected persons belong
to the indigenous cultural community/scheduled tribe.
57.
According to ADB SPS, 2009 in the context of involuntary resettlement vis-à-vis economic
impacts, affected persons (APs) are those who are economically displaced (loss of productive
land, structures, assets, access to assets, income sources, or means of livelihood). The absence
of formal and legal title to the land does not bar the affected person from receipt of compensation

28

Temporary income loss to employees of shop owners/vendors, as a loss category was not identified at this stage.
However, this cannot be ruled out and will be ascertained during census survey.
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and resettlement assistance from the project. Vulnerable affected persons are eligible for
additional compensation and assistance and are to be accorded priority in employment in project
related construction activities.
B.

Entitlements

58.
As per agreed resettlement framework,, all the affected persons will be eligible for
livelihood losses compensation. For construction activities involving unavoidable livelihood
disruption, compensation for lost income or a transitional allowance for the period of disruption,
whichever is greater, will be paid. For this subproject, the estimated period of disruption during
pipe laying activities is 14 days. In case the period of disruption is greater than 14 days, the
affected persons will be compensated based on the actual number of days of disruption. All
affected persons will also be compensated for the time lag (taking into account annual inflation
rate) between the time of payment of compensation and the time of survey. ‘Shifting assistance’
(lump sum ₹ 1500) will be paid to all affected persons irrespective of their business type. All
affected persons who are identified as vulnerable will be eligible for special assistance amounting
to ₹ 9,000 as one time assistance under temporary impacts for livelihood restoration.
59.
All affected persons who are identified in the subproject areas on the cut-off date29 will be
entitled to compensation for their affected assets, and rehabilitation measures (as outlined in the
entitlement matrix below) sufficient to assist them to improve or at least maintain their pre project
living standards, income-earning capacity and production levels. Affected persons who settle in
the affected areas after the cut-off date will not be eligible for compensation and assistance.
Affected persons will be provided 30 days advance notice to ensure no or minimal disruption in
livelihood. If required, they will also be assisted to temporarily shift for continued economic activity.
For example, they will be assisted to shift to the other side of the road where there is no
construction. Ensuring there is no income or access loss during sub-project construction is the
responsibility of contractors.
60.
Work will be undertaken on one side of the road and temporarily affected person (APs)
will be assisted in moving to the other side of the road and returning their structures after
construction is completed. Where moving is not required, access will be ensured by the contractor
through measures prescribed in bidding documents/environmental management plan (EMP). An
alternate place in the vicinity will also be identified where more number of affected persons are
affected at one place (e.g. vegetable market) so that they can continue with their livelihood
activities.

29

The cut-off date will be disclosed during census and socio-economic survey conducted on the basis of detailed
design.
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Table 13: Entitlement Matrix30
Sl.
No
.
1

Type of
Loss

Applicatio
n

Temporary
disruption
of livelihood

Temporary
impacts

Definition
of Entitled
Person
Legal
titleholders,
non-titled
APs

Compensation Policy
•
•

•

•

30 days advance notice regarding
construction activities, including duration
and type of disruption.
Cash assistance based on the minimum
wage/average earnings per month for the
loss of income/livelihood for the period of
disruption Contractor’s actions to ensure
there is no income/access loss consistent
with the IEE.31
Assistance
to
vendors/hawkers
to
temporarily shift for continued economic
activity
(Rs.
1,500
as
one-time
assistance)32
For construction activities involving
unavoidable
livelihood
disruption,
compensation for lost income or a
transitional allowance will be paid as per
average daily income arrived at from
census and socio-economic survey or as
per applicable minimum wage, whichever
is greater. This assistance shall be paid for
a minimum of 14 days or the actual period
of disruption, whichever is higher.33

Implementation
Issues

Responsible Agency

Identification
of
alternative
temporary sites to
continue
economic activity.

Valuation
Committee
will determine income
lost.
Contractors will perform
actions to minimize
income/access loss.
For temporary impacts
during
construction
activities, Supervision
Consultant SSS with the
help of CAPPC will
assess/verify impacts
through
structured
surveys. Payment will
be made by PIU through
Treasury.

Contractor’s
actions to ensure
there is no
income/access
loss consistent
with the initial
environmental
examination. This
includes: leaving
spaces for access
between mounds
of soil, providing
walkways and
metal sheets to
maintain access
across trenches
for people and
vehicles where
required,
increased
workforces to
finish work in
areas with

All entitlement in rupees (other than those provided under RFCTLARRA) will be adjusted for inflation till the year of compensation payment.
includes: leaving spaces for access between mounds of soil, providing walkways and metal sheets to maintain access across trenches for people and vehicles
where required, increased workforces to finish work in areas with impacts on access, timing of works to reduce disruption during business hours, phased
construction schedule and working one segment at a time and one side of the road at a time.
32For example, assistance to shift to the other side of the road where there is no construction. These will be however given to only non-movable businesses (which
are not on wheels).
30

31This
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Sl.
No
.

Type of
Loss

Applicatio
n

Definition
of Entitled
Person

Compensation Policy

Implementation
Issues

Responsible Agency

impacts on
access, timing of
works to reduce
disruption during
business hours,
phased
construction
schedule and
working one
segment at a time
and one side of
the road at a time
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2

Impacts on
vulnerable
APs

Temporary
impacts

Vulnerable
APs34

•

Livelihood. Vulnerable households will be
given priority in project construction
employment and provided with income
restoration support.
• Vulnerable persons/businesses will receive
Rs. 9,000 as one-time assistance under
temporary impacts.

Vulnerable
households will be
identified during
the census.

3

Any other
loss not
identified

-

-

•

-

Unanticipated involuntary impacts will be
documented and mitigated based on ADB’s
Safeguard Policy (SPS), 2009/RSTDSP
RF/EM.

CMSC will verify the
extent
of
impacts
through 100% surveys
of affected households
and
determine
assistance, verify and
identify
vulnerable
households.
PIU and CMSC will
monitor and ensure this
entitlement.
CMSC/CAPPC
will
ascertain the nature and
extent of such loss.
PMU will finalize the
entitlements in line with
ADB’s
SPS,

Vulnerable households comprise below poverty line households, female-headed households, households with out of school/working children, disabled personheaded household, elderly-headed household or elder, landless household, household with no legal title / tenure security, and schedule castes and scheduled
tribe households.

34
Sl.
No
.

Type of
Loss

Applicatio
n

Definition
of Entitled
Person

Compensation Policy

Implementation
Issues

Responsible Agency

2009/RSTDSP
resettlement framework
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61.
If construction activities lead to unavoidable livelihood disruption, compensation for lost
income or a transitional allowance for the period of disruption whichever is greater will be
provided. Vulnerable APs will be given priority in project construction employment and provided
with additional special assistance for income restoration support. Compensation and assistance
to APs must be made prior to possession of land/assets and prior to the award of civil works
contracts. Since most affected households have moveable stalls, ID cards should be distributed
30 days before compensation. In summary, temporarily APs will be provided with:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

30 days advance notice regarding construction activities, including duration and
type of disruption.
Contractor’s actions to ensure there is no income/access loss consistent with the
initial environmental examination. This includes: leaving spaces for access
between mounds of soil, providing walkways and metal sheets to maintain access
across trenches for people and vehicles where required, increased workforces to
finish work in areas with impacts on access, timing of works to reduce disruption
during business hours, phased construction schedule and working one segment
at a time and one side of the road at a time.
Assistance to mobile vendors/hawkers to temporarily shift for continued economic
activity. For example, assistance to shift to the other side of the road where there
is no construction.
For construction activities involving unavoidable livelihood disruption,
compensation for lost income or a transitional allowance for the period of disruption
whichever is greater.
VIII.

RESETTLEMENT BUDGET AND FINANCING PLAN

62.
The resettlement budget for Pratapgarh Wastewater subproject components includes
resettlement assistance, as outlined in the entitlement matrix and contingency provision
amounting to 10% of the total cost, as given in Table 14. CAPPC will be involved in facilitating the
disbursement process and will facilitate opening of bank accounts for the affected persons who
do not have bank accounts. The costs are conservative estimates and will be confirmed during
detailed project report preparation. The total resettlement cost for the subproject is ₹ 1,864,424/.35 PIU will be issuing order to make payments to APs through ECS/NEFT transaction from bank
through concerned Treasury.
63.

Details of RIPP budget estimate:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

35

Total number of affected persons – 115 persons are estimated to be affected by
the project. Temporary income loss is anticipated for 14 days for each affected
person under this subproject.
Total number of vulnerable affected persons – an estimated 20 affected
persons are identified under vulnerable category, out of total 115 affected persons.
Computation of daily income loss – as per initial survey the total income per day
of all surveyed affected persons is Rs 8300 and accordingly, an average of ₹ 332
per day has been computed. This average is applied for all 115 APs. Vulnerability
assistance as per the entitlement matrix of RSTDSP is ₹ 9,000 per affected person.
Shifting assistance (considered for all APs). – a uniform amount of ₹ 1500 is
proposed as shifting assistance.

The costs are conservative estimates and will be confirmed during detailed project preparation.
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(v)
(vi)

Specific action plan. Estimated costs related to implementation of the specific
action plan for indigenous peoples.
20% contingency is also included in budgetary provisions as cushion for any
unforeseen impacts during execution of civil works and to cover for any increase
in the number of affected persons or vulnerable affected persons during detailed
design stage.
Table 14: Budgetary Requirements

Sl.
No.
A

Item

Assistance for temporary
impacts for 14 days

2
3

C
D

Unit Rate*
(₹)

Amount
(₹)

Resettlement Costs

1

B

Unit

livelihood

115 APs

332 per day

534,520

Assistance for the temporary disruption of
livelihood to vulnerable households as
per data on extrapolated survey

20 APs

9,000 one time

180,000

Shifting Assistance (lump sum)

115 APs

1,500 one time

172,500

Sub-Total A

887,020

Contingency (20%)

177,404

Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) for
RIPP updating (lumpsum amount)#
Specific Action Plan: Endline survey,
satisfaction survey of sample indigenous
peoples households and consultations**
Grand Total (A+B+C+D)

LS

300,000

300,000

LS

500,000

500,00
1,864,424

*All cash entitlements and compensation to affected persons will be adjusted for inflation and compensation amount
determined accordingly.
# CMSC will be responsible for supervision, monitoring and report generation related to DMS.
** Connection campaign and connection survey budget is included under contractor’s budget; CMSC will be responsible
for supervision, monitoring and report generation related to these surveys. Cost of skill training of community members
and internships for community women (including women from indigenous peoples’ groups) and awareness campaigns
(including indigenous peoples groups) is budgeted under project consultants’ budgets and is therefore not included in
the resettlement and indigenous peoples plan budget.

IX.
A.

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Institutional Arrangements

64.
The proposed implementation arrangements include Local Self Government Department,
Government of Rajasthan to be the executing agency of the Project. The department will be
responsible for overall strategic guidance and for ensuring compliance with ADB’s loan
covenants. RUDSICO will be the implementing agency for the RSTDSP responsible for technical
supervision and project implementation. The RUDSICO Board under the Chairmanship of the
Minister for Urban Development, and members comprising of the Chief Secretary, Secretaries of
LSGD, Finance, Planning, Public Works Department (PWD), public health engineering
department (PHED) and the project director, RUIDP as member secretary. It shall have full
powers to decide on matters related to RSTDSP. The Board will take needful policy decisions,
provide administrative and financial approvals, expedite clearances of project matters, ensure
inter-departmental coordination and provide guidance to the PMU. As per GO dated 21 Feb 2018,
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all powers and responsibilities of earlier state level empowered committee (SLEC, under RUIDP
Phase III) have now been transferred to RUDSICO Board.
65.
RUDSICO will establish a state-level PMU, headed by dedicated project director, and
housed in EAP division of RUDSICO. For the purpose of project implementation, 2 zonal PIUs,
at Jaipur and Jodhpur, headed by ACE will be established. At field level, town-level PIUs will be
established for project implementation on ground.
B.

Safeguard Implementation Arrangement

66.
Project management unit. RUDSICO will establish a state-level PMU, headed by
dedicated project director, and housed in EAP division of RUDSICO. For the purpose of project
implementation, 2 zonal PIUs, at Jaipur and Jodhpur, headed by ACE will be established. At PMU,
there will be 2 dedicated project officers: (i) project officer (Environment); and (ii) project officer
(Social and Gender), who will be responsible for compliance with the environmental, social
safeguards and gender in project implementation. Project officer (social and gender) will have
overall responsibility in implementation of the RSTDSP as per the social safeguards frameworks
(resettlement framework and indigenous people planning framework [IPPF]) and gender equality
and social inclusion (GESI) Action Plan agreed between ADB and the government, including
appropriate monitoring and reporting responsibilities. Project Officer (Social and Gender) at the
PMU is supported by the SSS and the gender specialist of PMCBC. Key safeguard and gender
mainstreaming related tasks and responsibilities at the PMU level are as follows:
67.

Social Safeguards and Gender
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(vii)
(viii)

(ix)
(x)

Ensure subprojects conform to the agreed subproject selection criteria for the
project;
Review and finalize subproject involuntary resettlement and indigenous people
category;
Oversee preparation of resettlement plans, DDRs, and indigenous people plans
(IPPs); confirm existing resettlement plans, DDRs, and IPPs are updated based
on detailed designs, and that new subproject resettlement plans, DDRs are
prepared in accordance with the resettlement framework and IPPF prepared for
the project;
Liaise with district administration for land acquisition, transfers; ensuring land
availability;
Ensure that resettlement plans, DDRs, and IPPs are included in the bidding
documents and civil works contracts;
Provide oversight on social safeguard management aspects of subprojects and
facilitate and follow-up to ensure that any delays in land procurement are
addressed;
Ensure and monitor the provision in the contract to include the indigenous people
to benefit from the facilities constructed under the project;
Facilitate and ensure compliance with all government rules and regulations
regarding no objection certificates, third party certificates for negotiated settlement
or donation, land ownership, and transfer details for each site, as relevant;
Supervise and guide the zonal PIUs and city level PIUs to properly carry out the
social safeguard monitoring;
Review, monitor, and evaluate the effectiveness with which the resettlement plans,
IPPs, and provisions of DDRs are implemented, and recommend corrective
actions to be taken as necessary;
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(xi)

Consolidate monthly social safeguard and gender monitoring reports from PIUs
and the CMSCs and submit semi-annual social safeguard monitoring reports to
ADB;
(xii)
Ensure timely disclosure of final resettlement plans, DDRs, and IPPs in locations
and form accessible to the public and affected persons;
(xiii) Address any grievances brought about through the grievance redress mechanism
promptly;
(xiv) Oversee the assessment of training needs of affected persons and vulnerable
persons by PIUs and/or PMCBC, coordinate training activities and convergence
with the livelihood programs of the government;
(xv)
Ensure effective implementation of GRM at all levels;
(xvi) Coordinate database management for social safeguards implementation and
monitoring;
(xvii) Coordinate public awareness campaigns by the PIUs including resettlement
provisions with the help of print and electronic media; and
(xviii) Serve as Gender Focal Point at PMU, which would involve overseeing - with the
support of PMCBC, the implementation, monitoring and reporting on the GESI
action plan.
68.
The PMU will be supported by three institutional consultants under the supervision and
control of project director, PMU: (i) the PMCBC will support the PMU; (ii) 2 CMSC will support the
2 zonal PIUs and town-level PIUs; and (iii) community awareness and public participation (CAPP)
Consultants, will support the zonal PIUs and town-level PIUs.
69.
Zonal Project implementation units. There will be 2 zonal level PIUs at Jaipur and
Jodhpur. Under each zonal PIU, there will be city/town level PIUs, for ease of day-to-day
monitoring and management at local level. The Additional Chief Engineer at each Zonal PIU will
serve as the Nodal Officer, Safeguards and Gender. Each Zonal PIU will be staffed with an
assistant safeguards officer (ASO Environmental and Social Safeguards) who will assist PMU
project officer (environment/social) in implementation of the environmental/social safeguards and
GESI Action Plan in PIUs under its jurisdiction. Zonal PIUs will undertake internal monitoring and
supervision and record observations throughout the project period to ensure that the safeguards
and mitigation measures are provided as intended.
70.
The zonal level ASO will oversee safeguards implementation by the city/town level PIUs,
coordinate public consultations, information disclosure, regulatory clearances and approvals,
implementation of resettlement plans, EMP implementation, and grievance redressal.
71.
The Zonal PIUs will oversee and support social safeguards and gender equality and social
inclusion action plan implementation by the PIUs at town/city level, through the following key
tasks:
(i)
(ii)

fill up involuntary resettlement and indigenous people impact checklist and classify
the project;
supervise CMSC to coordinate with PIUs and safeguards field staff for conduct
census and socio-economic surveys, detailed measurement surveys, and
verification surveys of affected persons, conduct consultations with affected
persons, finalize the list of affected persons, prepare and/or update the
resettlement plan, DDR, RIPP/IPP with the assistance of CMSC and submit to
PMU for review and approval and submission to ADB;
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(iii)

supervise PIUs to inform affected persons about (a) the project cut-off date; (b)
public notice for the schedule of land acquisition and/or occupation; (c) entitlement
matrix; and (d) compensation packages against different categories of loss and a
tentative schedule of land clearing and/or acquisition for the start of civil works
activities;
(iv)
coordinate valuation of assets, such as land and trees of various species. Finalize
compensation packages based on proper due diligence and assessment;
(v)
facilitate land acquisition and compensation processes in consultation with the
district administration; coordinate, supervise, and monitor the disbursement of
compensation;
(vi)
Support PIUs to obtain no objection certificates, land documents, and third-party
certifications as required for the subproject, in coordination with PIUs;
(vii)
support PMU to include resettlement plans, IPPs, RIPPs and DDRs in bidding
documents and civil works contracts;
(viii) guide PIUs to oversee implementation of avoidance and mitigation measures in
the resettlement plans, DDRs, RIPPs and IPPs by contractors, including
compliance with all government rules and regulations; take necessary action for
obtaining ROW;
(ix)
guide and monitor PIUs to oversee resettlement plans, DDR, RIPP and IPP, and
gender equality and social inclusion action plan implementation and maintenance
of data for monitoring by contractors;
(x)
ensure listing of town wise BPL households;
(xi)
assist in conducting needs assessment to list skills relevant to the sector;
(xii)
assist to identify participants for livelihood and skilling training for women and
members of other vulnerable groups;
(xiii) ensure that the project maintains sex disaggregated data on staff, consultants,
construction workforce participation, labor and project related trainings;
(xiv) ensure that gender focal points are nominated in town level PIUs;
(xv)
ensure and monitor the provision in the contract to include the indigenous people
to benefit from the facilities constructed under the project;
(xvi) to ensure that corrective actions are taken when necessary to ensure compliance
with SPS and loan covenants;
(xvii) submit monthly social monitoring reports to PIUs and PMU;
(xviii) guide PIUs to conduct continuous public consultation and awareness;
(xix) address any grievances brought about through the grievance redress mechanism
promptly;
(xx)
organize an induction course for the training of contractors, preparing them on
RPs, DDR, IPP, and gender equality and social inclusion action plan
implementation, social safeguard, and gender monitoring requirements related to
mitigation measures, grievance redress mechanism and on taking immediate
action to remedy unexpected adverse impacts or ineffective mitigation measures
found during implementation;
(xxi) liaise with the district administration, and line departments for dovetailing
government's schemes for income generation and development programs for
affected people, as and when required; and
(xxii) assist in the implementation, monitoring, and reporting progress of gender equality
and social inclusion action plan.
72.
Town/City Level Project Implementation Unit. The town-level PIUs shall be responsible
for the quality of works executed under the project and will be guided by the zonal PIUs. The
city/town PIUs will be responsible for implementation of the RIPP/GESI action plan. The town-
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level PIUs will be headed by a project manager (executive engineer or assistant engineer) and
supported by CMSC field staff. Environment specialist of CMSC will assist PIU in implementation
of environmental safeguard. Social and gender specialist of CMSC will assist PIU in
implementation of social safeguard and GESI related tasks. At each PIU, the assistant project
manager will be given additional responsibilities of safeguard tasks and will be designated as
SSO. The SSO will be assisted by the social and gender specialist and environment Specialist of
CMSC in reviewing updated/revised IEEs, conducting surveys for updating of resettlement
plan/due diligence report, public consultation and disclosure, assessment of entitlement and
computation of compensation other than those covered under the RFCTLARRA, 2013, etc. The
SSO, with the support of CMSC Social safeguards and Gender Specialist and CMSC field support
staff, will assist Zonal ASO and PMU project officer (social) in implementation of the following key
tasks. They will also be responsible for coordination of field level activities related to safeguards
conducted by the DBO contractor and CMSC. Key role and tasks of town/city level PIU will be:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)

(xiv)

(xv)

Provide field data to fill up IR/IP impact checklist and classify the project;
Conduct census and socio-economic surveys, detailed measurement surveys, and
verification surveys of affected persons, conduct consultations with affected
persons, prepare list of affected persons, provide all data required to
prepare/update resettlement plans/DDRs/RIPPs/IPPs with the assistance of
CMSC field support, and ensure updated information is submitted to zonal PIU for
preparation/updating of documents with CMSC and DBO contractor’s support;
Inform affected persons about tentative schedule of land acquisition/occupation,
entitlement matrix and compensation packages against different categories of
loss, and cut-off date;
Coordinate valuation of assets, such as land, trees of various species, etc. Based
on proper due diligence and assessment, prepare compensation packages;
Coordinate, supervise and monitor disbursement of compensation;
Obtain no objection certificates (NOCs), land documents, third party certifications
as required for the subproject;
Support Zonal PIUs to prepare/update RPs/RIPPs/IPPs/DDRs;
Oversee day-to-day implementation of impact avoidance and mitigation measures
in RIPP and EMP by contractors, including compliance with all government rules
and regulations particularly health and safety, take necessary action for obtaining
ROW;
Oversee maintenance of data for monitoring, by consultants and contractors;
Implement corrective actions when necessary to ensure no adverse social
impacts;
Submit monthly social monitoring reports to zonal PIU;
Conduct continuous public consultation and awareness;
Set up GRM at field/site/PIU level and ensure it is fully functional. Address any
grievances brought about through the grievance redress mechanism in a timely
manner;
Ensure that induction course for the training of contractors is conducted regularly.
Prepare contractors (with consultants’ support) on RIPP/GAP implementation,
social safeguard and gender monitoring requirements related to mitigation
measures, health and safety and on taking immediate action to remedy
unexpected adverse impacts or ineffective mitigation measures found during the
course of implementation;
Liaise with the District Administration and line departments for dovetailing
Government's schemes for income generation and development programs for
affected persons, as and when required;
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(xvi)
(xvii)

Supervise the work of all consultants at town level (CMSC, CAPPC).
Undertake day-to-day implementation of final resettlement plans and GESI action
plan;
(xviii) Provide field level information required to prepare periodic safeguard monitoring
reports in a format acceptable to ADB and quarterly GESI action plan updates in
the format provided in PAM;
(xix) Ensure relevant data on implementation of GESI action plan is collected and a
gender-sensitive communication strategy and information, education and
communication (IEC) materials are designed, illustrating key social and
behavioural messages related to hygiene, sanitation, and health jointly with the
communication specialist and in accordance with the GESI action plan; and
(xx)
Extend support in carrying out awareness campaigns in project towns.
73.
Design-build-operate Contractor. The contractor will be required to update the IEE and
will be responsible for providing final design (including pipe alignments) to the supervision
consultant for finalization/updating of RIPP. The contractor shall appoint an environment, health
and safety (EHS) engineer who will be responsible on a day-to-day basis for (i) ensuring
implementation of EMP, (ii) coordinating with the town-level PIUs and environment specialists of
project consultant teams; (iii) community liaison,36 consultations with interested/affected people,
(iv) field-level grievance redress; and (iv) reporting.
74.
The contractor will be required to submit to RUDSICO, for review and approval, a sitespecific environmental management plan (SEMP) including (i) proposed sites or locations for
construction work camps, storage areas, hauling roads, lay down areas, disposal areas for solid
and hazardous wastes; (ii) specific mitigation measures following the approved EMP; (iii)
monitoring program per SEMP; (iv) budget for SEMP implementation. No works can commence
prior to approval of SEMP.
75.
A copy of the EMP or approved SEMP will be kept on-site during the construction period
at all times. Non-compliance with, or any deviation from, the conditions set out in the EMP or
SEMP constitutes a failure in compliance and will require corrective actions. The EARF and the
IEEs specify responsibilities in EMP implementation during design, construction and operation
and maintenance (O&M) phases.
76.
The DBO Contractor will have a dedicated social outreach team (SOT) and designated
social supervisor, who will hold a Master’s degree in social science and would have at least 5
years of experience in resettlement planning and implementation and engage with the PIU,
CAPPC and CMSC on social safeguards, health and safety, and core labor standards. The key
role of the Contractor’s Social Supervisor related to social safeguards will be to:
(i)

(ii)

36

Work in close coordination with the PIU, CMSC and PMCBC engineers and social
safeguards personnel to finalize detailed design keeping the safeguard principles
adopted for the project in view;
Ensure that all design-related measures (e.g., special considerations for the
vulnerable related to facility locations or design, mitigation measures for affected
persons etc.), are integrated into project designs before approval;

Reasonable size social outreach team (SOT) to be appointed by contractor to facilitate community liaison,
consultations and R&R implementation (including resolution of grievances). Requirement of SOT will be included in
bid document.
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(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Conduct joint walk-throughs with PIU, design engineers and social safeguards
personnel of CMSC in sites/sections ready for implementation; identify the need
for detailed measurement surveys, and support CMSC to jointly conduct detailed
measurement surveys and census surveys to arrive at the final inventory of loss;
Support project consultants in updating the draft resettlement plan/due diligence
report/IPP/RIPP for submission to PIU/PMU and ADB for review and approval;
Ensure strict adherence to agreed impact avoidance and mitigation measures in
the resettlement plan/DDR/RIPP/IPP during implementation;
Assist with grievance redressal and ensure recording, reporting and follow-up for
resolution of all grievances received; and
Submit monthly progress reports including safeguards, health and safety and
gender-disaggregated data as required for monitoring.

77.
The resettlement plans /IPPs/RIPPs are to be included in bidding and contract documents
and verified by the PIUs and PMU. All contractors will be required to designate an Environment,
Health and Safety (EHS) supervisor to ensure implementation of EMP/resettlement plan social
safeguard provisions in the agreed resettlement framework for the Project during civil works and
O&M, who will also have the responsibility for communication with the public under the guidance
of PMU/PIUs and grievance registration. Contractors are to carry out all mitigation and monitoring
measures outlined in their contract.
78.
The PMU and PIUs will ensure that bidding and contract documents include specific
provisions requiring contractors to comply with: (i) all applicable labor laws and core labor
standards on (a) prohibition of child labor as defined in national legislation for construction and
maintenance activities; (b) equal pay for equal work of equal value regardless of gender, ethnicity,
or caste; and (c) elimination of forced labor; and with (ii) the requirement to disseminate
information on sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV/AIDS, to employees and local
communities surrounding the project sites.
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Figure 8: Safeguard Organogram – RSTDSP
Rajasthan Urban Drinking Water, Sewerage &
Infrastructure Corporation Limited (RUDSICO)

Project Management Unit
Project Officer, Environment
Project Officer, Social & Gender

PMCBC
Environment Specialist (1)
Environment Support (1)
Social Safeguards Specialist (1)
Gender Specialist (1)

Social and Gender Support (1)

CMSC -1
Env professional (1)
Support environment
(2)
Social & Gender
Professional (1)
Support Social (2)

Zonal PIU, Jaipur
Nodal officer*

Zonal PIU, Jodhpur
Nodal officer*

Assistant Safeguard
Officer (1)

Assistant Safeguard
Officer (1)

CMSC -2
Env professional (1)
Support environment
(2)
Social & Gender
Professional (1)
Support Social (2)

Safeguard and Safety Officer, Town/City Level PIU
Supported by CMSC field staff (environment and social)
*Zonal PIU will be led by a nodal officer of the rank of assistant chief engineer who will also be the nodal person for safeguards and
gender compliances in project implementation by town level PIUs. S/he will be supported by ASO in execution of these
responsibilities.
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79.
Further details on responsibilities of different agencies for social safeguard implementation
during different project phases are given in Table 15 below.
Table 15: Institutional Roles and Responsibilities
Responsible
Agency
PMU
Project
Officer;
(Social),

Pre-Construction Stage
(i) Review IR/IP impact
categorization checklists, and
assign categorization based
on SPS 2009
(ii) Review and approve
RPs/RIPPs/DDRs/IPPs and
submit
to ADB for approval and
disclosure in ADB website
(iv)
Ensure
approved
RPs/RIPPs/DDRs/IPPs are
disclosed in RSTDSP/PMU
websites
and
summary
posted in public areas
accessible
and
understandable
by
local
people.
(v) Ensure social safeguard
documents are included in bid
documents and contracts
(vi) Organize an orientation
workshop for PMU, PIU, ULB
and all staff involved in project
implementation on ADB SPS,
relevant national
and/or state laws, RP/IPP
preparation implementation
and
monitoring,
timely
payment of compensation
before start of civil work,
mitigation measures, public
relations and ongoing and
meaningful
consultations,
grievance redress, etc.
(vii) Assist in timely redressal
of grievances
(viii) Organize an induction
course for the training of
contractors
on
social
safeguards.
(ix) Ensure compliance with
ADB SPS and all government
rules
and
regulations
regarding impacts to IP
(scheduled tribe) community.
(x) Assist PMU, PIUs to
document and develop good
practices case studies as per
the
RP
implementation

Responsibility
Construction Stage
(i)
Over-all
social
safeguards compliance
of the project
(ii) Monitor and ensure
compliance
of
RPs/RIPPs/IPPs as well
as any other provisions
and conditions.
(iii) Review monthly
monitoring report.
(iv) Prepare and submit
to ADB semi-annual
monitoring reports.
(v)
If
necessary,
prepare
Corrective
Action Plan and ensure
implementation
of
corrective actions to
ensure no impacts are
mitigated;
(vi) Organize capacity
building programs on
social safeguards
(vii) Coordinate with
national and state level
government agencies
(viii)
Assist
in
addressing
any
grievances
brought
about
through
the
Grievance
Redress
Mechanism in a timely
manner as per the GRM
(ix) Coordinate PIUs,
consultants
and
contractors
on
mitigation
measures
involving the community
and affected persons
and ensure that social
concerns
and
suggestions
are
incorporated
and
implemented.

Post-Construction
(i) Compliance monitoring
to
review
the
social
safeguard performance of
project
component,
if
required and as specified in
RPs/RIPPs/IPPs.
(ii) Coordinate for external
monitoring
reports
if
necessary.
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Responsible
Agency

Zonal
PIU,
Assistant
Safeguard
Officer

Town/City
Level PIU
Safeguard
and Safety

Pre-Construction Stage
process and schedule.
(xi) Monitor the grievance
redress process and ensure
grievances redress within
prescribed timeframe.
(i)
Coordinate
updating/preparation of
RPs/RIPPs/IPP/DDRs with
CMSC’s support and ensure
the documents are included in
bid documents and contract
agreements.
(ii)
Disclose
approved
RPs/RIPPs/IPP/DDRs.
(iii) Obtain all necessary
agreements, sale deeds,
transfers of title, consents/
NOCs, third party certification
etc. as applicable. Ensure
compliance to the provisions
and conditions in such
documents.
(iv) Guide town/city level PIUs
in
RP/RIPP/IPP
implementation
including
payment of compensation
prior
to
civil
work,
encumbrance free sites for
construction
work,
dissemination
of
information/notice prior to
start of construction etc.
(v) Organize an induction
course for the training of
contractors, preparing them
on site situations and local
sensitivities, scheduling of
work as per local community’s
requirements,
if
any,
monitoring requirements and
taking immediate actions to
mitigate
unanticipated
impacts.
(vi) Consolidate monthly
social and GESI monitoring
reports by town-level PIUs
and submit to PMU;
(vii) Continued consultation
activities with stakeholders.
(i) Provide necessary data for
IR/IP categorization.
(ii) Conduct sample socioeconomic
surveys,
data

Responsibility
Construction Stage

Post-Construction

(i) guide PIUs to
oversee implementation
of
avoidance
and
mitigation measures in
by contractors.
(ii) Take necessary
action for obtaining
rights of way;
(iii)
Oversee
implementation
of
RPs/RIPPs/IPP.,
(iv) Take corrective
actions
when
necessary.
(v) Ensure monthly
reports contain relevant
sections
on
social
safeguards
implementation.
Consolidate and submit
monthly
social
monitoring reports to
PMU,
(vi) Conduct public
consultation
and
awareness
raising
during the entire project
cycle.
(vii) (vii) Formulate
timebound
corrective
actions
for
noncompliances
(viii)
Address
any
grievances
brought
about
through
the
grievance
redress
mechanism in a timely
manner as per the
GRM.

(i)
Conducting
social
monitoring, as specified in
the RPs/RIPPs/IPP.

(i) Oversee day-to-day
implementation
of
impact avoidance and
mitigation
measures

(i) Ensure coordination with
the stakeholders including
APs/IP to ensure project
benefits as envisaged.
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Responsible
Agency
Officer

Consultants
–
1.PMCBCSocial
Safeguard
Specialist –
1

Pre-Construction Stage
analysis during RP/RIPP/IPP
preparation and detailed
measurement surveys for
RP/RIPP preparation and
updating; submit updated
information to zonal PIUs for
updating of RPs/DDRs/RIPPs
with CMSC’s support. (iii)
Liaise with affected persons
and district administration
regarding land acquisition,
payment of compensation.
(iv)
Coordination
with
departments/individuals
regarding
consent/NOCs/land
records/agreements/transfers
and third-party certification.

(i) Assist PMU to review IR/IP
checklists and categorization;
(ii) Assist PMU to review and
ensure RPs/RIPPs/IPPs are
prepared/updated based on
detailed design as per agreed
RF/IPPF and submit to PMU
for approval
(iii) Assist PMU/PIUs in
coordination with different
departments, obtaining all
necessary inter-departmental
transfers, permits, consents,
NOCs, etc. Ensure provisions
and
conditions
are
incorporated
in
the
RPs/RIPPs/IPPs and detailed
design documents.
(iii) Assist in ensuring
RPs/RIPPs/IPPs are included
in bid documents and contract
agreements.
Assist
in
determining adequacy of cost
for
RPs/RIPPs/IPPs
implementation.
(iv) Assist in addressing any
grievance.
(v) Assist PMU in setting up
monitoring systems for social
safeguards and GESI.

Responsibility
Construction Stage
proposed
RPs/DDRs/IPPs
including
compliance
with all government
rules and regulations.
(ii) Take corrective
actions when necessary
to ensure no adverse
social impacts.
(iii) Submit monthly
monitoring reports with
social
safeguards
compliance to PMU.
(iv) Conduct public
consultation
and
awareness
activities
throughout the project
cycle.
(v)
Address
any
grievances
brought
about
through
the
grievance
redress
mechanism in a timely
manner
(i)
Assist PMU to
monitor RP/RIPP/IPP
implementation as per
the
approved
document.
(ii)
Recommend
corrective
action
measures
for
noncompliance
by
contractors, if any.
(iii) Assist in the review
of monitoring reports
submitted
by
contractors.
(iv) Assist in the
compilation
/
preparation of semiannual
social
monitoring reports.
(v)
Assist
in
the
preparation of quarterly
progress
reports,
including reporting on
social safeguards and
GESI implementation.
(vi) Assist PMU to
supervise and conduct
public consultation and
awareness
activities
throughout the project

Post-Construction
(ii) Prepare case studies/
good practices for the
project.

(i) Assist PMU in monitoring
of socioeconomic status of
affected persons, post
RP/RIPP implementation.
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Responsible
Agency

2.CMSC2
Social
Safeguards
Professional
and field
support staff

Contractors
(Officer)

Pre-Construction Stage
(vi) Assist PMU in the design
and conduct training and
capacity building programs
and workshops.
(vii) Assist PMU to guide all
project entities (zonal PIUs,
PIUs, CMSCs) in social
safeguards
and
GESI
implementation, monitoring
and reporting.
(i)
Assist zonal PIUs
and town/city level PIUs to
prepare/update RPs based
on detailed design and
detailed
measurement
surveys;
(ii)
Guide CMSC field
staff and contractor’s social
supervisor to conduct joint
surveys and collect all
information and conduct sitespecific
consultations
required
for
preparing/updating
RPs/DDRs/RIPPs and for
preparing IR/IP checklists
(iii)
Guide CMSC field
staff in supporting PIUs to
announce cut-off dates, and
disclose
RPs/RIPPs
to
affected
persons
and
implement RPs/RIPPs
(iv)
Support zonal and
town-level PIUs in RP/RIPP
and GESI implementation,
monitoring and reporting,
and grievance resolution and
reporting.
(i) Review the
RPs/RIPPs/IPPs and provide
information about changes
needed as per revised
design and scope of works to
PIU/CMSC/PMCBC for final
revision of documents.
(ii) Identify the need for
detailed measurement
surveys and conduct detailed
measurement surveys to
arrive at the final inventory of
loss (iii) Support project
consultants in updating the
draft resettlement plan / due
diligence report for

Responsibility
Construction Stage
cycle.
(vi) Assist in addressing
any grievances brought
about
through
the
Grievance
Redress
Mechanism in a timely
manner.

(i)
Support zonal
PIUs
to
ensure
(through field staff) that
PIUs and contractors
implement
impact
avoidance
and
mitigation measures;
(ii)
Assist
town
level PIUs (though field
staff)
to
ensure
RPs/RIPPs
are
implemented and all
compensation
paid
prior to start of civil
works
(iii)
Assist
in
monitoring
and
reporting, preparation
of quarterly and semiannual reports.
(iv)
Assist
in
grievance
resolution
and reporting.

(i) Ensure
compensation is paid
prior to start of work.
Implement EMP.
(ii) Implement
corrective actions if
necessary.
(iii) Prepare and submit
monitoring reports
including pictures to
PIU
(iv) Brief staff,
employees, and labor
about the requirements
of the good engineering
practices to avoid /

Post-Construction

(i)

(ii)

Supervise
contractors
to
ensure any land
required
temporarily during
construction,
is
restored to original
condition,
post
construction.
Assist zonal PIUs in
monitoring
of
socioeconomic
status of APs, post
RP
implementation.

(i) Ensure benefits are
availed by citizens as
envisaged. (ii) Request
certification from PIU
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Responsible
Agency

Pre-Construction Stage
submission to PIU/PMU and
ADB for review and approval.
(iv) Assist with grievance
redressal and ensure
recording, reporting and
follow-up for resolution of all
grievances received.
(v) Assist PIU in disclosing
relevant information on social
safeguards.
(vi) Ensure strict adherence
to ADB and government
policy on social safeguards.

Responsibility
Construction Stage
mitigate any impacts.
(v) Bear the costs of
any
damages/compensation
resulting from nonadherence to the
provisions
RPs/RIPPs/IPPs or
written site instructions;
(viii) Ensure that PIUs
are timely informed of
any foreseeable
activities related to
RP/RIPP/IPP
implementation.

Post-Construction

ADB = Asian Development Bank, CMSC= Construction Management and Supervision Consultant, CAPPC =
community awareness and participation consultant, FGD = focus group discussion, PIU =project implementation unit,
IPP= Indigenous people plan, PMCBC = project management and capacity building consultant, PMU =project
management unit, RP= resettlement plan, ULB= urban local body.

C.

Institutional Capacity and Development

80.
RUSIDCO-EAP has experienced project staff for social safeguards, with knowledge and
experience of ADB social safeguard policies and their implementation. However, retirement of
existing staff during project implementation, transfer of candidates or recruitment/designation of
new candidates as safeguards officers at zonal or town level will require training of the new staff
and officers who will be involved in project preparation and implementation. The PMCBC Social
Safeguard Specialist will be responsible for training the PMU’s safeguards officers (environmental
and social), and PIUs’ engineers and social safeguards officers. The resettlement framework
includes indicative training modules on safeguards. The PMCBC will coordinate with PMU and
PIUs on specific capacity development program.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

sensitization on ADB’s Policies and guidelines on social and indigenous people
safeguards (ADB’s Safeguard Requirement 2 and 3: Involuntary Resettlement and
Indigenous Peoples) including meaningful consultation, GRM and accountability
mechanism;
introduction to the assessment of involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples
impacts and mitigation measures, including best practices, in the design,
construction, operation and maintenance of water supply, sewerage, roads, and
drainage subprojects;
preparation and review of RPs/RIPPs/IPPs/DDRs based on preliminary design,
and updating of the documents based on the final design;
improved coordination within nodal departments;
disbursement of compensation, consultation; and
monitoring and reporting requirements.

81.
Error! Reference source not found.16 provides the indicative training needs
assessment. The cost of trainings will be borne under the Project’s capacity building program by
PMU. The detailed cost and specific modules will be customized for the available skill set after
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assessing the capabilities of the target participants and the requirements of the project by the
SSS of PMCBC.
Table 16: Indicative Training Needs Assessment
Description
1. Introduction and Sensitization to
Social/Resettlement Issues (1 day)
- ADB Safeguards Policy Statement
- Government of India and Rajasthan applicable
social safeguard acts
- Incorporation of social/resettlement components
under EMP into the project design and contracts
- Monitoring, reporting and corrective action
planning
2. resettlement plan implementation (2 days; 2
times during implementation with interval of one
year in-between)
- Roles and responsibilities
- resettlement plan components and stages in
implementation
- Construction schedules and timelines
- Public relations
- Consultations
- Grievance redress
- Monitoring and corrective action planning
- Reporting and disclosure
- Timely documentation
3. Experiences and best practices sharing (1 day)
- Experiences on resettlement plan implementation
- Issues and challenges
- Best practices followed

Target Participants and
Venue
All staff and consultants
involved in the project

Source of
Funds
PMU cost

At PMU, Jaipur

All staff and consultants
involved in the subproject

PMU cost

All contractors prior to award
of contract
At each PIU

All staff and consultants
involved in the project
All contractors
At PMU Jaipur

PMU Cost

ADB = Asian Development Bank, EMP = environmental management plan, PIU = project implementation unit, PMU =
project management unit.

D.

Implementation Schedule

82.
The project will be implemented over a period of 7 years. The resettlement and indigenous
peoples plan implementation schedule will vary from subproject to subproject. In general, the
project implementation will consist of the three major phases, namely project preparation, land
acquisition (if required), and rehabilitation of affected persons. In line with the principles laid down
in this resettlement framework, the executing agency and implementing agency will ensure that
project activities are synchronized between the RIPP implementation activities and the subproject
implementation. The executing agency and implementing agency will ensure that no physical or
economic displacement of affected households will occur until: (i) compensation at full
replacement cost has been paid to each displaced person for project components or sections that
are ready to be constructed; (ii) other entitlements listed in the RIPP are provided to the displaced
persons; and (iii) a comprehensive income and livelihood rehabilitation program, supported by
adequate budget, is in place to help displaced persons improve, or at least restore, their incomes
and livelihoods.
83.
All land acquisition, resettlement, and compensation for a subproject will be completed
before award of civil works contracts. All land required will be provided free of encumbrances to
the contractor prior to handing over of subproject sites and the start of civil works. The
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implementation of the RIPP will include: (i) identification of cut-off date and notification;37 (ii)
verification of losses and extent of impacts; (iii) finalization of entitlements and distribution of
identity cards; (iv) consultations with affected persons on their needs and priorities; and (v)
resettlement, provision of compensation and assistance, and income restoration for affected
persons. The expected implementation schedule for the subproject is given in Table 17.

37

The start date of census will be the cut-off date for non-titled affected persons. For titled affected persons, the cutoff is the date of Declaration.
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Table 17: Schedule of RIPP Implementation
Activity
Establishment of PMU and PIUs
Appointment of PMCBC
Appointment of CMSC and CAPPC
Briefing of the TLMC on GRC functions
Census and socio-economic surveys (issuance of ID cards)
Consultations and disclosure
Confirmation of government land to be used and transfer from other
departments
Resettlement and indigenous peoples plan preparation
RIPP review and approval (PMU and ADB)
Issue notice to affected persons
Compensation and resettlement assistance
Relocation as required
Skills training as required
Takeover possession of acquired property
Internal monitoring
Handover land to contractors
Start of civil works
Rehabilitation of temporarily occupied lands

Months
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18




 
                
 
 


  
  
  
 


      



















Immediately after
construction

ADB = Asian Development Bank, GRC = grievance redress committee, CAPPC= community awareness and public participation consultant, CMSC= construction
and supervision consultant, PIU = project implementation unit, PMCBC = project management and capacity building consultant, PMU = project management unit,
SSS = social safeguard specialist, TLMC = town level monitoring committee.
Notes: (i) The start date of census will be the cut-off date for non-titled affected persons. For titled affected persons, the cut-off date is the date Declaration. (ii) The
RIPP will be updated based on final detailed design and affected person census and surveys. (iii) Endorsement and disclosure of finalized RIPP consistent with the
resettlement framework to be undertaken.
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X.

MONITORING AND REPORTING

84.
The resettlement and indigenous peoples plan implementation will be closely monitored
(specifically aspects relating to temporary impacts) to provide the PMU with an effective basis for
assessing resettlement progress and identifying potential difficulties and problems. Internal
monitoring will be undertaken by the PIU (through the assistant safeguard officer) with assistance
from the PMU project officer. Monthly progress reports will be prepared and submitted to the
PMU. PMU will consolidate the same and will submit semi-annual monitoring reports to the ADB
for approval. Refer sample Monitoring Template in Appendix 14.
XI.

NEXT STEPS

85.
Listed below are the steps for updating and implementation of RIPP (including but not
limited to):
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

This RIPP will be updated with road wise detailed measurement and census
surveys where pipelines will be laid during detailed design and before start of civil
works by the CMSC social safeguard specialist. The updated/revised resettlement
plan will be submitted to the ADB for approval. A 100 % census and socioeconomic surveys will be undertaken to register and document the status of
affected people within subproject impact areas. Detailed measurement survey will
be jointly conducted by safeguard specialist of consultants and contractors prior to
implementation at each site/stretch of alignment.
During finalization of detailed design, and prior to commencement of civil work in
the CWR sites, PMU/PIU will reassess if there is any involuntary resettlement
impact to persons and/or indigenous peoples (or any other stakeholder) due to this
subproject component and update this draft plan accordingly in compliance with
ADB SPS, 2009 requirements and the agreed resettlement framework/IPPF for the
project.
During resettlement plan updating, census/socio-economic surveys for temporary
impacts should include specific questions on place of business, its seasonal
variation and affected persons migrant nature. A separate list of such affected
persons should be made available in the updated resettlement plan.
Cut-off-date for temporary impacts will be communicated to APs before the start
of survey (and not in much advance) and also by putting up printed information in
project affected area at some common advertisement place and that to be added
to the updated RIPP.
ADB’s clearance of the updated RIPP based on the final assessment at detailed
measurement survey stage needs to be obtained by the PMU prior start of civil
works.
Mitigation measures as proposed in this draft RIPP will be taken by the contractor
and robust monitoring plan will put in place by the PIU and PMU to ensure its
compliance. All safety measures will be taken during civil work
Public consultations and engagement will be carried out through the entire project
planning and implementation phase. Another round of consultations will
specifically be carried out during detailed census survey (100 % affected persons
survey) stage, upon finalization of design. Formal and informal consultative
methods will be carried out including, but not limited to: focus group discussions
(FGDs), public meetings, community discussions, and in-depth and key informant
interviews; An intensive information dissemination campaign for affected persons
will be conducted and details will be appended in the updated resettlement plan.
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Appendix 1: Details of land availability, ownership and status of No Objection Certificate (NOC) for sites
Sr.
No.

Project
Component

Location

Ownership

Area of
government
land
available at
the location
(m2)

Area
required
(m²)

Khasra
No.

Khata
No.

Remarks

1

Construction of
STP of 7 MLD
and TEER,
TESR, and EPS

Near Mukti
Dham

Nagar
Palika
(Municipalit
y)

72700

10000

173

793

Land
available

2

One sewage
pumping station
(SPS) of 7 mld

Near
Bhatpura
Gate

Nagar
Palika
(Municipalit
y)

2100

1500

1041

793

Land
available

NOC
Status

Obtained

Obtained

Photo of Land
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Appendix 2

Appendix 2: No Objection Certificate of Nagar Palika (ULB) for Sewage Treatment Plant
and Sewage Pumping Station

Transcript
To: Chief Engineer,RUIDP
Sub: Regarding NoC for proposed STP and SPS of Pratapgarh town.
Ref: Your letter no-1686 on dated 13.05.2019
Sir,
With reference to the above cited subject, this is to inform that 60 m2 land is required under
khasra no-1041 (0.21 hectares) and 173 (7.27 hectares) for proposed STP and SPS.

Appendix 2

Nagar Palika, Pratapgarh is now allotting this land for STP and SPS and giving no objection
certificate.
Chairmen,
Nagar Parishad, Pratapgarh
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Appendix 3

Appendix 3: Khasra Map and Revenue Records of Proposed Sewage Treatment Plant Site
Talab Khera

Appendix 3

Transcript
Name of Village
Tahsil
District
Land Owners Name
Unit of Measurement
Present ownership
Khata No-(New)

Pratapgarh
Pratapgarh
Pratapgarh
Municipality, Pratapgarh
Hectare
Municipality, Pratapgarh
916

57
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Appendix 3

Khasra NoArea

173
7.27 Hectare

Appendix 3

Appendix 4: Google Earth Map of proposed Sewage Treatment Plant site- Near Mukti
Dham
Latitude- 24° 1'11.18"N
Longitude- 74°45'42.18"E
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Appendix 5

Appendix 5: Khasra Map and Revenue Records of Proposed Sewage Pumping Station
site, near Bhatpura Gate

Appendix 5

Transcript
Name of Village
Tahsil
District
Land Owners Name
Unit of Measurement
Present ownership
Khata no-(New)
Khasra NoArea

Pratapgarh
Pratapgarh
Pratapgarh
Municipality, Pratapgarh
Hectare
Municipality, Pratapgarh
916
1041
0.2100 Hectare
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Appendix 5

Appendix 6: Google Earth Map of proposed Sewage Pumping Station site- near Bhatpura
Gate
Latitude- 24° 1'47.26"N
Longitude- 74°46'50.23"E
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Appendix 7: Profile of Affected Person
a. Sample survey in High Density Area

S.
No.

Name of
respondent/
AP

Father/mother
’s name
(which is
used in all IDs
by the
respondent)

Age

1

RODUMAL

BHUVAN

71

Sex
(M/F)

Busine
ss
owner/e
mploye
e

Type of
busines
s
(mobile
vendor
/stationa
ry)

M

Owner

Cobler

Type of impact
(display of wares
on RoW affected,
temporary
income
loss/temporary
dismantling and
shifting of
kiosk/other loss)

Temporary loss of
livelihood

If business
owner,no.
of
employees

Owner

No. of
family
members
(M=F=T=)
1
1

Type
of
vulner
ability

Daily
income
from
affected
busines
s (Rs.)

Profit
from
Income

S.C

800

250

O.B.C

2500

400

WHH

1500

300

GEN

1000

250

GEN

1000

250

2
3
2

RADHESHY
AM

RATAN LAL

40

M

Owner

Cosmetic

Temporary loss of
livelihood

1
Owner

4

3
3

PRAKASHI

MADAN

65

F

Owner

Bangle

Temporary loss of
livelihood

2
Owner
5
1

4

MD.MATE

FAKRUDIN

50

M

Owner

LOCK

Temporary loss of
livelihood

1
Owner
2
2

5

MD.HUSAIN

SEFUDIN

60

M

Owner

LOCK

Temporary loss of
livelihood

Owner

1
3

Photo of AP
and
shop/busines
s
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S.
No.

Appendix 7

Name of
respondent/
AP

Father/mother
’s name
(which is
used in all IDs
by the
respondent)

Age

Sex
(M/F)

Busine
ss
owner/e
mploye
e

Type of
busines
s
(mobile
vendor
/stationa
ry)

Type of impact
(display of wares
on RoW affected,
temporary
income
loss/temporary
dismantling and
shifting of
kiosk/other loss)

If business
owner,no.
of
employees

No. of
family
members
(M=F=T=)

Type
of
vulner
ability

Daily
income
from
affected
busines
s (Rs.)

Profit
from
Income

WHH

2000

400

O.B.C

1800

300

GEN

2500

350

GEN

2500

350

1
1
Temporary loss of
livelihood
6

MANGI BAI

RAMJI LAL

80

F

Owner

Toys

Owner
2

3
2
7

OMPRAKAS
H

BHAGIRATH

40

M

Owner

SPICES

Temporary loss of
livelihood

Owner
5

2
8

KANTI LAL

AMBALAL

70

M

Owner

CLOTH

Temporary loss of
livelihood

4
Owner
6

9

PRAKASH

BHAWAR LAL

62

M

Owner

Cloth

Owner

4

Photo of AP
and
shop/busines
s
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S.
No.

Name of
respondent/
AP

Father/mother
’s name
(which is
used in all IDs
by the
respondent)

Age

Sex
(M/F)

Busine
ss
owner/e
mploye
e

Type of
busines
s
(mobile
vendor
/stationa
ry)

Type of impact
(display of wares
on RoW affected,
temporary
income
loss/temporary
dismantling and
shifting of
kiosk/other loss)

If business
owner,no.
of
employees

Temporary loss of
livelihood

No. of
family
members
(M=F=T=)
2

Type
of
vulner
ability

Daily
income
from
affected
busines
s (Rs.)

Profit
from
Income

GEN

2500

350

O.B.C

2000

400

GEN

2500

350

O.B.C

2000

300

6

5
10

HEMAN

PRAKASH

21

M

Owner

Cloth

Temporary loss of
livelihood

1
Owner
6
4

11

SURESH

MADAN

22

M

Owner

Vegetabl
e

Temporary loss of
livelihood

4
Owner
8
3

12

GOURAV

RAM
CHANDRA

29

M

Owner

SPICES

Temporary loss of
livelihood

3
Owner
6
2

13

MOHAN LAL

RANJI LAL

40

M

Owner

Cloth

Temporary loss of
livelihood

2
Owner
4

Photo of AP
and
shop/busines
s
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S.
No.

Name of
respondent/
AP

Father/mother
’s name
(which is
used in all IDs
by the
respondent)

Age

Sex
(M/F)

Busine
ss
owner/e
mploye
e

14

JOYAB ALI

HATIM ALI

57

M

Owner

Type of
busines
s
(mobile
vendor
/stationa
ry)

Type of impact
(display of wares
on RoW affected,
temporary
income
loss/temporary
dismantling and
shifting of
kiosk/other loss)

Genral
Items

Temporary loss of
livelihood

If business
owner,no.
of
employees

No. of
family
members
(M=F=T=)
2

Type
of
vulner
ability

Daily
income
from
affected
busines
s (Rs.)

Profit
from
Income

Gen

3000

350

S.C

1500

300

1
Owner
3
3

15

DEEPAK

NAGU RAM

32

M

Owner

Shoes

Temporary loss of
livelihood

1
Owner
4

Photo of AP
and
shop/busines
s
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b. Sample survey in Medium Density Area

S.
No
.

Name of
responde
nt/AP

Father/mot
her’s name
(which is
used in all
IDs by the
respondent
)

1

AHSAN

RAMJANI

Age

Sex
(M/F)

Business
owner/emp
loyee

45

M

Owner

Type of
business
(mobile
vendor
/stationary)

Type of impact
(display of
wares on RoW
affected,
temporary
income
loss/temporary
dismantling
and shifting of
kiosk/other
loss)

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

If business
owner,no.
of
employees

No. of
family
members
(M=F=T=)
3

Type of
vulnerab
ility)

Daily
inco
me
from
affect
ed
busin
ess
(Rs.)

Owner

3

Gen

1000

6

Daily
profit (if
busines
s
owner)
– Rs.

300

4
2

MAHESH

UDAILAL

18

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

3
Owner

7

O.B.C.

1500

350
2
3

KAINHYA
LAL

PARASH
RAM

25

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

1
Owner

O.B.C.

1500

Gen

1000

350

3
4
4

SOHAIL

HARUN
KHAN

18

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

1
Owner
5
300
4

5

BABU
LAL

SHANKAR
LAL

22

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

Owner

3
7

O.B.C.

1500

350

Photo of AP
and
shop/business
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S.
No
.

Name of
responde
nt/AP

Appendix 7

Father/mot
her’s name
(which is
used in all
IDs by the
respondent
)

Age

Sex
(M/F)

Business
owner/emp
loyee

Type of
business
(mobile
vendor
/stationary)

Type of impact
(display of
wares on RoW
affected,
temporary
income
loss/temporary
dismantling
and shifting of
kiosk/other
loss)

If business
owner,no.
of
employees

No. of
family
members
(M=F=T=)

Type of
vulnerab
ility)

Daily
inco
me
from
affect
ed
busin
ess
(Rs.)

Daily
profit (if
busines
s
owner)
– Rs.

O.B.C.

2000

400

O.B.C.

2000

350

O.B.C.

1500

O.B.C.

1500

2
6

BABU
LAL

BADRI LAL

28

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

2
Owner
4
5

7

JITENDR
A

VISHNU
NATH

24

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

7
Owner
12
3
1

8

VISHAL
BHOI

SHANKAR

18

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

300
Owner
4

9

ARJUN

ASHOK

18

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

Owner

3
1

300

Photo of AP
and
shop/business
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S.
No
.

Name of
responde
nt/AP

Father/mot
her’s name
(which is
used in all
IDs by the
respondent
)

Age

Sex
(M/F)

Business
owner/emp
loyee

Type of
business
(mobile
vendor
/stationary)

Type of impact
(display of
wares on RoW
affected,
temporary
income
loss/temporary
dismantling
and shifting of
kiosk/other
loss)

If business
owner,no.
of
employees

No. of
family
members
(M=F=T=)

Type of
vulnerab
ility)

Daily
inco
me
from
affect
ed
busin
ess
(Rs.)

Daily
profit (if
busines
s
owner)
– Rs.

O.B.C.

2000

400

4

3
10

MUKESH

NAND RAM

36

M

Owner

Vegetable
Pushcart

Temporary loss
of livelihood

1
Owner
4

69

Photo of AP
and
shop/business
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Appendix 8: Photographs of Sample Survey

Appendix 8

Appendix 9: Photographs of Transect Walk

Road toward proposed SPS site

Road near STP site

City Road

Road side vendors near Hospital
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Appendix 10: Indigenous Peoples Specific Action Plan Reporting Template
This Indigenous People Specific Action Plan implementation report shall be prepared on a
quarterly basis for subprojects which are being implemented in a scheduled area in which RIPP
is prepared. This report will be part of the quarterly progress reports/semi-annual monitoring
report and will be submitted by PMC to PMU for onward submission to ADB.
Name of the subproject, Pratapgarh, Wastewater Works
S.
No.
1.

Specific Activities
Identify and include IP
households and localities in
coverage area

2.

Proposed benefits to IP
households (from the subproject
scope/DMF indicators and GESI
indicators if applicable)
1. House
service
connections (sewerage)
2. Coverage under FSSM
(for IP households living
in unsewered areas)
3. Participation of IP in
awareness campaigns
4. Participation
of
eligible/targeted IP in
training programs and
internships…

3.

Type of consultations planned
with IP households (stage of
project cycle)
1. Pre-Construction
2. Construction
3. Post Construction
4. Other

Means of
Verification
Baseline data
generated from
the house
service
connection
survey and
secondary data
analysis*
Project
documents
(subproject
scope/DMF
indicators and
GESI indicators)

Detailed report
on consultation
in MPR/QPR (as
submitted by the
project
consultants)/
Semi-annual
social
monitoring
reports with
photographs

Responsibility

Timeline

Contractor/CMS
C/Town level
PIU

Year 1

Contractor/CMS
C/Town level
PIU/CAPPC

1. Year 5
onwards
2. Year 5
3. Year 1
onwards;
Throughout
project
duration
4. Year 1-6

CMSC/Town
level
PIU/CAPPC

Year 1
onwards

Status/Remarks

Appendix 10

S.
No.
4.

Specific Activities
Grievance Redress Mechanism
established at different levels

Means of
Verification
Government
order/notice/little
specifying
inclusion IP
representation
in CLC/GRC as
described in the
project GRM
Report related
to project
grievance
reflected in the
monitoring
reports of the
Project

Monitoring – Project completion stage
5.
Endline Survey including
End-line survey
assessment of coverage and
report and
satisfaction levels of IP
project
households with subproject work completion
completed/ subproject intended
report (PCR)
benefits vs actual benefits to the
IP community

Responsibility

Timeline

PMU

Year 1

CMSC/Town
level PIU

Year 6-7

73

Status/Remarks

NOTE: *Census 2011 may not be the sole source. Other reliable sources may be explored such as Town specific Tribal Welfare
Department, Municipality
Where applicable, the information provided in the table should be supported by detailed explanatory report, receipts, consultation,
photographs and other details.
ADB = Asian Development Bank, CAPPC = Community Awareness and Participation Consultant, CLC = City Level Committee, CMSC
= Construction Management and Supervision Consultant, DMF = Design Monitoring Framework, FSSM = Faecal Sludge and Septage
Management, GESI = Gender Equality and Social Inclusion, GRC = Grievance Redress Committee, IP= Indigenous peoples, MPR =
Monthly Progress Report, PIU = Project Implementation Unit, PMU = Project Management Unit, QPR = Quarterly Progress Report.
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Appendix 11: Summary of Public Consultations
S. No

Name of Persons

Location

1

Jagdish Mali, Ramesh Gandhi Circle
Mali, Manoj Sahu

2

Prakash Chandra
Bus stand
Jatia, Mummna Khan,
Raju Kushwaha,

3

Kalulal, Aayodhaya
Bai,
BrajmohanPaliwal,
Deepak

Near Govt
Hospital

4

Roop Chandra Mali,
Pritiviraj, Firoj Khan,
DharamendraMali
,Bhanwarlal,
MangilalMaili

5

CLC meeting with
Primary and
secondary stake
holders

Topic Discussed

Outcome

Present Status of Sewerage
in the town, Work Proposed
by RUIDP, Willingness to
pay for improved services
Present Status of Sewerage
in the town, Work Proposed
by RUIDP, Willingness to
pay for improved services
Present Status of Sewerage
in the town, Work Proposed
by RUIDP, Willingness to
pay for improved services

People are supportive of the
project. People are willing to
pay for improved services.

Near Nagar
Parishad

Present Status of Sewerage
in the town, Work Proposed
by RUIDP, Willingness to
pay for improved services

People are supportive
of the project and indicated
their willingness to
participate; they are willing to
pay for improved services.

Under
Chairmanship of
DC Pratapgarh

Details of the project
including RIPP were
disclosed

Suggestions provided were
incorporated in design and
RIPP (refer annexure 8 for
further details)

People are supportive of the
project. People are willing to
pay for improved services.
People are supportive of the
project. (especially women),
People are willing to pay for
improved services.

Photos
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Consultation with Stakeholder and public held on 11.04.2018 at Nagar Palika office
Meeting with Stakeholder and public was held and project components, Importance of sewerage
system, property connection, and health and hygiene issues were discussed along with desired
public participation. Public was satisfied with the components identified and assured for required
support.
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Appendix 12: Minutes of CLC meeting

Appendix 12
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Paper Clip

Transcript – 1 (Rajasthan Patrika)
The Fourth Phase of RUIDP will mitigate problems in the District
City Level Committee meeting was held under the chairmanship of District Collector in the
meeting hall of Mini Secretariat and detail discussion was held regarding the proposed sewerage
works in Pratapgarh. District Collector briefed that office of RUIDP will be opened in the district.
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Officials of the rank of Superintending Engineers and Executive Engineers will be deputed for
execution of these works. Under this subproject DPR was prepared and total cost of this
subproject is 159 Crore. Under this subproject STP, SPS will be constructed and sewer line will
be laid.
Additional District Magistrate, Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of Nagar Parishad,
officials of PHED and RUIDP attended in the meeting.
Transcript – 2
Pratapgarh Sewer System gets Approval
City Level Committee meeting was held under the chairmanship of District Collector in the
meeting hall of Mini Secretariat and detail discussion was held regarding the proposed sewerage
works in Pratapgarh. District Collector briefed that office of RUIDP will be opened in the district.
Officials of the rank of Superintending Engineers and Executive Engineers will be deputed for
execution of these works. Under this subproject DPR was prepared and total cost of this
subproject is 159 Crore. The work shall be executed in a manner so that citizens do not face any
problem. Operation and maintenance for 10 years by the contractor is also in-built component of
this project. Under this subproject STP, SPS will be constructed and sewer line will be laid.
Additional District Magistrate, Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of Nagar Parishad,
officials of PHED and RUIDP attended in the meeting.
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Appendix 13: Grievance Registration Format
(to be available in Hindi and English)
The _____________________________________Project welcomes complaints, suggestions,
queries and comments regarding project implementation.
Aggravated persons may provide grievance with their name and contact information to enable us
to get in touch for clarification and feedback.
In case, someone chooses not to include personal details and wants that the information provided
to remain confidential, please indicate by writing/typing *(CONFIDENTIAL)* above Grievance
Format.
Thank you.
Date
Place of registration
Contact Information/Personal Details
Name
Gender
* Male
Age
*Female
Home Address
Place
Phone no.
E-mail
Complaint/Suggestion/Comment/Question Please provide the details (who, what, where
and how) of your grievance below:
If included as attachment/note/letter, please tick here:
How do you want us to reach you for feedback or update on your comment/grievance?
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Registered by: (Name of Official registering grievance)
Mode of communication:
1. Note/Letter
2. E-mail
3. Verbal/Telephonic
Reviewed by: (Names/Positions of Official(s) reviewing grievance)
Action Taken:
Whether Action Taken Disclosed:
Yes
No
Means of Disclosure:

Appendix 14
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Appendix 14: Sample Monitoring Template
A semi-annual monitoring report shall be prepared on Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Plan
(RIPP) implementation and submitted to ADB by the PMC. It will include:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

The list of affected persons, with compensation, if any due to each and details of
compensation paid with signed receipts annexed to the report, socio-economic status and
satisfaction levels of affected persons with the RIPP implementation process,
compensation and mitigation measures;
The list of vulnerable affected persons and additional compensation / special protection
measures planned/implemented for them (e.g. assistance to obtain project construction
related jobs); socio-economic status and satisfaction levels of affected persons with the
RIPP implementation process, compensation and mitigation measures;
List of roads for closure and actions planned / taken to minimize disturbance;
Details of consultations held with affected persons (with number of participants by
gender, issues raised, conclusion / agreement reached, actions required/taken;
Details of grievances registered, redressed, outstanding complaints, minutes of GRM
meetings held;
Details of information disclosure and awareness generation activities, levels of
awareness among target population and behavior change, if any; and
Any other relevant information showing RIPP implementation progress. The following
checklist may be used for overall monitoring of RIPP implementation.

S.
Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Plan Activities
N.
A. Pre-Construction Activities and Resettlement Plan Activities
1
Approval of final RIPP by ADB prior to contract award
2
3

Disclosure of final RIPP on ADB and EA websites
Circulation of summary RIPP in local languages to all stakeholders

A. Resettlement Plan Implementation
1
Grievance Redress Mechanism established at different levels
2
Entitlements and grievance redress procedure disclosed
3
Finalization of list of affected persons, vulnerable affected persons and
compensation due
4
Finalization of list of roads for full or partial closure; mitigation
measures proposed and implemented (with photographic
documentation)
5
Affected persons received entitlements as per EM in RIPP
6
Payment of compensation, allowances and assistance (No. of affected
persons)
7
Additional assistance (project-related construction jobs, if willing and
able) for vulnerable households given (No. of vulnerable affected
persons assisted)
8
Grievances
No. of grievances registered
No. of grievances redressed
Outstanding complaints
Disclosure of grievance redress statistics
9
Consultation, participation and disclosure as per Plan
C. Monitoring

Completed
Y/N

Remarks
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10
11.

12.

D.
13
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Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Plan Activities

Completed
Y/N

Remarks

Survey on satisfaction levels of affected persons with RIPP
implementation completed
Specific Action Plan for Indigenous Peoples – implementation and
reporting commenced (Attach filled-up Specific Action Plan reporting
format)
Specific Action Plan for Indigenous Peoples – implementation and
reporting completed (Attach filled-up Specific Action Plan reporting
format)
Labor
Implementation of all statutory provisions on labor like health, safety,
welfare, sanitation, and working conditions by Contractors. Ensuring
no child labour used
Equal pay for equal work for men and women

NOTE: Where applicable, the information provided in the table should be supported by detailed explanatory report,
receipts and other details.
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As per the state gazette notification dated June 12, 2018, the latest (applicable from January 1,
2018) revised minimum daily wages for different category of labour are as below
Unskilled= ₹ 213/-; Semi Skilled= ₹ 223/-; Skilled= 233/- ; Highly Skilled=283/Source: http://www.labour.rajasthan.gov.in/Notification.aspx
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Appendix 16: Sample Subproject Leaflet
Subproject Information

Description

Name of the subproject, EA/IA and city
Proposed subproject technical details and project
benefits
Summary of subproject impacts
Compensation and entitlements
Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Plan (RIPP)
RIPP implementation schedule
Consultation and disclosure requirements
Implementation structure and GRM information
Contact numbers of CAPP, PIU, PMU
List of APs and Entitlement Matrix will be attached to this leaflet.
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